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CHilPTER I 
INTRODUCI'ION 
Knowing how to read, and knowing how to make use of that 
ability are among the fundamental tools necessary for success-
fUl living. For this reason, the teacher in the elementary 
school devotes the greatest part of her time to the teaching 
of reading. As teachers, it has been the authors• experience 
that, in each group, the pupils learn to read with varying de-
grees of success and failure. The teacher should, therefore, 
be prepared to adequately meet the needs of the individual 
child with suitable materials. This study is written to help 
answer this challenge. 
Teachers of fourth grade pupils having reading difficul-
ties are in need of materials that have a high interest level 
and a low reading vocabulary. There are few materials avail-
able that contain all the necessary requisites. Specifically, 
teachers need books that recognize the mental, physical, emo-
tional, and social growth of the slow reader; books that 
appeal to the various interests of these individual pupils; 
books that are enjoyable to these readers; books in which the 
format is similar to those used by other members of the group; 
books that are well written and contain a low controlled 
vocabulary. 
1 
The Problem 
The purpose of this study is to prepare a workbook of 
stories and exercises to meet the needs of a child who has 
fourth grade interests and a first grade reading vocabulary. 
The material is planned for children whose interests are 
comparable to those of a fourth grade child. Writing stories 
that these children will want to read is the thought always 
kept in mind by the authors. It is hoped these stories will 
make pleasurable reading and help to maintain and fUrther their 
interests in this area. 
The vocabulary of these stories and exercises is adapted 
to the needs of a child whose reading ability is at first 
grade level. The words used are based on the Durrell-Sullivanl 
and the Gates Primary Word Lists.2 
A complete reading program includes not only the teaching 
of how to read, but also how to use what you read. Such a 
program necessitates the systematic teaching of reading skills 
at each grade level. The simplicity of these stories will 
· · help in the development of basic reading skills. The exercises 
in the workbook will help in the development of reading study 
skills. 
1Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, Primary Word 
List (Boston: Boston University Educational Clinic.) -
2Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary 
Grades (Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University.) 
I 
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For purposes o£ this study, the slow reading child is de-
£ined as a child who has normal intelligence but has failed to 
progress normally in reading. i A child having fourth grade 
interests is considered to be a child about ten years of age. 
A first grade reading vocabulary is the reading vocabulary 
acquired by a child at the end of the school year in the £irst 
grade. --·: 
The four main causes for failure to make normal progress 
in reading as stated by Durre11l are: "lack o£ auditory dis-
crimination of word elements, lack of visual discrimination of 
dif£erences between words ·, failure to attach meanings to the 
visual form of words, and improper adjustment to the learning 
rate." The cause of failure may be in any one or in any com-
bination of these areas. It is for the teacher to diagnose 
the reasons for failure and then to determine what materials 
may b9 used to best advantage for effective therapy. Failure 
is usually due to several factors interrelated with previous 
experiences which prejudice efficient learning '--- -
Several educators have offered specific suggestions for 
remedial reading programs. They invariably stress the · import-
ance of suitable reading materials for the individual child. 
A typical program is the following one outlined by Dolch:2 
lDonald D. Durrell, Recent Research Conferences on 
Reading, Volume III, Number 52, Oct. 1941, p. 224. --
2Edward w. Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading, 
(Champaign, Illinois. The Gerard Press, 1939. P• 63.) 
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1. Go back to where he is. 
2. Build and speed up sight vocabulary 
3. Teach self-help sounding. 
4. Develop comprehension. 
5. Much interesting reading at present level. 
This workbook is an attempt to furnish teachers with an 
adequate tool to meet the needs of such a program. The 
authors also hope that this workbook will afford a satisfying 
and stimulating reading experience to those children included 
in the scope of this study. 
Justification of the Problem 
The important objectives or reading as stated by Adams, 
Gray and Reesel are: 
1. To broaden the vlslon of readers. 
2. To make their lives richer and more 
meaningful. 
3. To enable readers to meet the practical 
needs of life more effectively. 
4. To develop social understanding. 
5. To develop the ability to use reading 
in the intelligent search for truth. 
To attain and develop these objectives, a slow reader 
must have suitable reading materials. These are described by 
Gates2 as materials that are highly interesting to the pupils, 
of proper difficulty, and of various types. Although there is 
a great demand for these materials, they are not always avail-
able. Because of this scarcity, teachers frequently find it 
lFay Adams, Lillian Gray, Dora Reese, Teaching Children 
To Read, (Ronald Press Co., N.Y., 1949, p. 12.) 
2Arthur I. Gates, Improvement of Reading, (MaCMillan Co. 
N.Y., 1937, p. 26.) 
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.necessary to prepare their own materials. One of the methods 
of handling this situation is by rewriting stories and selec-
tions from advanced books in such a manner that slow reading 
pupils will find them readable. The effectiveness of this 
practice has been demonstrated by research.l 
Educators agree that an adequate reading program should 
provide for individual differences. Since no two children are 
alike physically, intellectually, emotionally, and socially, 
each child's capacities, needs, and interests must be studied 
and provided for. Faced with this challenge, teachers attempt 
to adapt their reading programs to meet the situation. The 
use of a variety of effectively planned materials helps to 
meet the wide range of needs found among the children in almost j 
any classroom. 
The importance of finding suitable books for children of 
various levels of reading ability cannot be over~emphasized, 
particularly since reading is the most fUndamental of all school 
subjects, and retardation in this area blocks the child's 
general educational progress. Providing opportunities for ric 
reading experiences for the individual child may prevent .feel-
ings of frustration which tend to hinder the reading process.2 
lA. J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, Longmans 
Green & Co., p. 224.) 
2Emmet A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, N.Y. 
American Book Co., 1946, p. 725.) 
I 
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To further understand the pupil's individual reading difficul-
ties, Hildrethl suggests the value of considering the child's 
drives and emotional maturity. All these considerations of 
the individual pupil along with teacher planning of approach 
and procedure will help the retarded reader to improve his 
performance. 
One of the important elements in present day reading in-
struction is teaching that reading is a means to an end rather 
than an end in itself. In life outside of school we never 
read just for the sake of using reading symbols, we use this 
ability for furthering some aim that we have in mind. The 
child's reading lessons should be motivated to follow this 
pattern in stressing the importance of being able to use what 
he reads. The formation of right reading habits is essential 
to all future work in school as well as outside of school. 
Throughout the reading program the emphasis should be on read-
ing as an evaluating process and as a social too1.2 This 
thought is further substantiated by what Storm and Smith3 say: 
All his contacts with the activity of read-
ing should be of such a nature that he may realize 
from the very beginning that reading is a useful · 
lGertrude Hildreth, An Individual Study in Word Recog-
nition, Elementary School Journal, Vol 35, April 1935, p. 619. 
2Emmet A. Betts, "Developing Basic Reading Abilities, 11 
Elementary English Review, Dec. 1943. 20:312-320. p.315. 
3arace E. Storm, Nila B. Smith, Reading Activities 1n the 
Primary Grades (Ginn & Go., 1930. p. 54.) 
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tool which will serve him in carrying out his 
purposes in life. 
-----Adequate instruction in reading recognizes that under-
standings, skills, and attitudes work hand in hand. As McKeel 
says, "The child who fails to acquire the desire to read is 
not in a good position to learn how to read, a~d, the child 
who fails to learn how to read is not likely to like to read." 
Therefore, developing favorable attitudes towards reading is 
an important aspect of this problem. An ample amount of suf-
ficiently simple material is essential in the formation of 
// 
good reading habits and good attitudes towards reading~ The 
use of .easy reading rna terials gives a child a .feeling of suc-
cess and helps to build up confidence. This emphasizes the 
importance of finding a suitable book for each child, depend-
ing on his age, reading ability, and interests. Washburne and 
Vogel2 summarize this thought by saying: 
To be able to recommend to each child a 
book which will .fit both lus age and rus read-
ing ability with reasonable certainty that he 
will enjoy the book, is an important desider-
atum in elementary education. 
Obviously a complete reading program should provide oppor 
tunities for furthering the objectives of reading, for meeting 
individual differences, for developing specific reading skills, 
and for developing favorable attitudes towards reading. The 
lpaul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School (Houghton Mifflin, 1948.;- p. 129. 
2carleton w. Washburne, Mabel Vogel, What C~ildren Like 
to Read (N.Y., Rand McNally Co., 1926.) p. 11. --
teacher must be resourcefUl in adapting the materials and 
methods or teaching procedure to the reading abilities and 
interests of her pupils. This should help the pupils to make 
satisfactory progress in the development of their reading 
powers. Since there is a decided dearth of suitable material 
for use with children who have fourth grade interests and a 
limited reading vocabulary, the building of this workbook may 
be regarded as an attempt to provide suitable means of meeting 
this need. 
8 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED RESEARCH 
Research Related to Children's Interests 
One of the basic considerations in the writing of child-
ren's stories is the selection of material that will stimulate 
their interests. Although many definitions of the word 
"interest" may be found, it is difficult to find one that is 
satisfactory to any large group of educators. For purposes 
of this study a pertinent definition is given by Dewey:l 
Interest is not some one thing; it is a 
name for the fact that a course of action, 
an occupation, or pursuit absorbs the powers 
of an individual in a thorough-going way. 
The interests of children are recognized as being one o.f 
the essential elements for motivation in the process of teach-
ing. As Dunn2 so aptly says, "education should be organized 
so as to utilize these existing interests and develop those 
which are potential." In organizing a good reading program, 
I 
one of the major obligations is to develop a series of reading · 
and related experiences which will extend and intensify each 
lJohn Dewey, Interest and Effort in Educationmoughton 
Mifflin Co., 1913, Boston. p. 65.) 
2Fannie Dunn, •!rnterest Factors in Primary Reading 
Material,'' Teachers• College Contributions to Education, 
No. 113. Columbia University, 1921. p. 1. 
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child's interests. This implies securing reading material 
which the children are able to read. It also implies that the 
subject matter is worthy of being read and is appropriate in 
' ·meeting the individual and group needs in interest. Very often 
I the supplementary reading matter of children is likely to be 
either, "too hard in vocabulary or too childish in context. n 1 I 
Witty and Kopel2write about this when they say: 
Many writers have stressed the value of 
employing interest and motive in every effort 
at re-education • • • • inefficient readers 
peruse few and inferior books • • • • The 
slow reader comprehends little of what he 
reads and seldom reads a book twice. 
Many studies of reading preferences for boys and girls 
have been made. In general, the results of these investigations 
show that differences in interests begin to appear at about 
ten years of age, which is at the fourth grade level. The 
authors report the results of several of these investigations 
on girl and boy preferences in reading. 
Witty and Kopel3 state that before the age of nine there 
is a marked similarity in the reading tastes of boys and girls.j 
I 
They say that from the age of nine to thirteen, boys typically ! 
seek stories having a pronounced dramatic element or adventure 
lEdward L. Thorndike, "Improving the Ability to Read," 
Teachers' College Record, N. Y. Colwnbia University·. Nov., 
1934. P• 126 
-2Paul Witty, Kavid Kopel, Reading and the Educative 
1
_. Process (Ginn & Co. 1939. p. 32.) 
I 3Ibid., P• 26. 
10 
theme. Girls in this age group rrequently turn to stori es de-
picting pleasant home and school life. 
Thorndike•sl study also shows that there is a consistent 
boy-pattern of interest as well as a girl-pattern of interest. 
The following are his categories of maximum interest. 
Boys 
1. Realistic animal 
stories 
2. Mystery and detective 
stories 
3. Adult adventures 
4. Boy outdoor adventures 
5. "Success" stories 
6. Sport stories 
Girls 
1. Realistic animal 
stories 
2. Mild child adventure 
3. Child life in other 
lands 
4. Magic and fantasy 
5. Love and romance 
6. Adult adventures 
7. Success stories 
8. School stories 
The conclusions reached by Milam2 in his study of the 
voluntary reading of boys and girls agree in general with the 
results of the studies already described. He says that girls 
have a natural interest in the personal and emotional, and 
also an interest about women and their ·specific world. While 
boys are similarly interested to some degree, they also neach · 
out to adventure and action, and to the larger world of 
science. 
One of the outstanding studies made in this field of 
lRobert L. Thorndike, Children's Reading Interests 
Teachers' College, Columbia University. 1941. p. 7. 
2carl H. Milam, "Children's Reading: A Study of the 
Voluntary Reading of Boys and Girls in the U.s." Report of 
Subcommittee QQ Reading, White House Conf'erence on Child Healt 
and Protection. (New York: Century Co. 1932. p. 36.) 
11 
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interests was carried through by Jordan.l According to him, 
between the ages of lOi and 13i the sex difference in the in-
teres~s in reading is marked. Girls and boys read almost 
entirely different boods. There are four kinds of fiction 
which are of especial interest to girls of this age: 2 
1. Stories of home life. 
2. Stories of school life. 
3. Fairy stories. 
4. Love stories. 
The interests of boys from lOi to 13i years take these definite 
paths:3 
1. War and scouting. 
2. School and sports. 
3. Adventures of a more peaceful sort in the 
great out-of-doors • • • • also strenuous 
adventure. 
4. An interest in living characters. 
In a study of bright, average, and dull children, Lazar4 
found that there were marked sex differences in most of the 
choice of reading materials. The study shows that adventure 
stories were highly popular with boys, and fairy tales were 
highly popular ~th girls. The boys were not only interested 
lArthur M. Jordan, Children's Interests in Reading 
(Chapel Hill: University of No. Carolina Press. 1926.) P• 24 
2Loc. £ll. 
3Ibid., P• 20 
4M. Lazar, "Reading Interests, Activities, and Opportuni- [ 
ties of Bright, Average, and Dull Children." . Contributions to 
Education, No. 707. 1937. Teachers• College, Columbia Uni- ! 
~-===-=--.;_ir---=-v--=e'-'-r""""s'-i~t'-"y-·~ :. -~0~-· ---- J 
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in types of stories that appealed to the imagination, adven-
ture, and mystery but also in realistic type stories of science 
and history. 
The unpublished Master's Thesis by E. L. Sullivanl is 
pertinent to this discussion of children's interests. Her 
conclusions are based on the reports of ballots taken from 
fourth grade children bo determine their reading preferences. 
She states that boys' choices in order of preference were ad-
venture, classics, children of other lands, social studies, 
bio~raphy and science. The order of the girls' choices were 
biography, classics, social studies, with adventure and child-
~en of other lands in the same place and science last. 
In summarizing, the research shows girl and boy prefer-
ences in reading begin to appear when the children are about 
ten years old. These studies,agree in their general patterns 
of interests for boys and girls. The tendency is for boys to 
prefer stories of adventure, action, sports, and science and 
for girls to prefer stories of pleasant home and school life, 
fantasy, romance, and of the personal or emotional. 
Several other experiments were conducted to find the 
reading interests of children in general and the findings were 
reported for a given age with no breakdown for boy and girl 
preferences. One of the early experiments was conducted in a 
lE. L. Sullivan, "Measurement of Pupil Interest in Types 
of Stories at Grade 4 Level by Ballot Method to Determine I 
Child Preference." (Unpti:Dished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni ver- I 
sity, 1948.) p. 35. i ---
. . - I - --=-=---'-'-- -
public library in Stockton, Cali£ornia by Vostrovsky.l She 
studied the voluntary reading tastes o£ 1,269 children ranging 
in age £rom 9 to 19. She concluded that those children chose 
books about children, books about adventure, miscellaneous 
books, and £airy stories. 
A later study carried out by Webb2 at Fort Wayne shows 
that in the 3rd, 4th and 5th grades the order o£ popularity 
types o£ stories was: 
o£ ' 
1. Fairy stories 
2. Animal Stories 
3. Western and adventure stories. 
A di££erent type o£ experiment is described by Goody-
Koontz.3 The teachers o£ 2nd, 3rd and 4th grades assigned 
topics £or written compositions and compared them with a list 
o£ those the children chose £or themselves. She £ound that 
the children wrote about science and social science as .first 
choice, animals and pets as second choice. 
In summarizing these studies, it may be said that in 
general, children or this age enjoy books about children, ad-
venture, humour, animals, £antasy and science. 
lclara Vostrovsky, "Children 1 s Taste in Reading," 
Pedagogical Seminary, 6:523-538, Dec., 1899 
2Marion A. Webb, Children's Reading Tastes," Publisher's 
Weekly, Vol. 21. March 26, 19a2. p. 27 
3Bess GoodyKoontz, A Bibliography £f Unpublished Studies 
in Elementary School English, 1934-1936. (Scott Foresman and 
Co • , Chi cago • ) p. 4 
' 
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The research shows that the reading preferences of dull 
children differ but slightly in type from the average and 
bright children. Dull children seem to like selections of 
humor less than do the bright and average and "they choose 
selections designated as . familiar experience more frequently 
than do children of higher levels of test-intelligence."l Dul 
children often read fewer books than their brighter classmates 
but they profess, in general, to enjoy the same types.2 
Thorridike3 claims that the interest of boys in adventure, 
boyish aff'airs, mechanical devices, and the exploits of' heroes 
develop nearly as early in the dull as the bright. He feels 
that the same is true for the girls in their interests in home 
life, girls' thoughts and conversation, dress, the romance of 
heroes and the triumphs of a heroine. 
One of the difficulties in t his situation is that dull 
children frequently choose selections or ·such difficulty that 
it is improbable that they have m~ch success or understanding 
of their reading. Therefore guidance in reading is most im-
perative because of this scarcity of reading matter commensu-
rate with their ability, social maturity or life interests. 
lPaul Witty, D. KOpel, "Motivating Remedial Reading - The 
Interest Factor, 11 Educational Administration of Supervision, 
Vol. Xlii. 1936. p. 4. 
2Robert L. Thorndike, QQ. cit. p. 4 
3Edward L. Thorndike, Loc. cit • 
. ---- --- - -- - ·-- -- - -- ------- - --~ --- ... -
A modified reading program should be developed around the ex-
periences, interests, and problems of these children. In 
spite of the fact that this workbook was not written for use 
particularly with dull children it might be used successfully 
with such children. 
The problem of the elementary school is primarily to 
guide a child so that he will desire to read. The child must 
be helped in such a way that he will move steadily towards 
this ultimate goal. To aid in this, the authors write of 
experiences which they hope will be of interest and signifi-
cance to children. These experiences derived from reading 
should help make the child's world one of continuously widen-
ing horizons. Cundiffl expresses this thought very well when 
she says that reading materials should have "some association 
between what the child reads and what he knows; between what 
he knows and the new ide as which he gets from reading. 11 
In conclusion it may be said that investigators of the 
16 
problem of interest have found that no single quality factor 1 "" 
alone determined children's interests. Several factors of 
interest working together are likely to be the real basis of 
interest. The importance of considering children's interests 
may best be summarized by quoting from Weekes,2 "The more 
lRuth E. Cundi.f.f, "Children 1 s Reading Interests,,. 
Peabody Journal of Education, 25: 259. May, 1948. p. 259. 
2Blanch E. Weekes, Literature and the Child. Silver 
Burdett and Co. 1935. p. 258. 
'• 
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satisfying the reading experience, the greater is the possibi-
lity that the reader will desire to repeat it •" 
Research Related to Reading Study Skills 
A workbook can be an invaluable aid to the teacher in 
helping develop the basic reading study skills. The develop-
ment o~ these study skills is considered an interrelated part 
o~ the reading ability and not a separate entity. Suitable 
workbooks to be used ~or this purpose are di~~icult to ~ind. 
The requirements o~ a good workbook according to Dolchl are 
that (1) the material must be o~ real appeal to the children, 
, that (2) the questions and directions must be very simple so 
that they themselves are not an obstacle to comprehension, and 
that (3) the child's response must be something he can easily 
do, and not require a lot o~ writing, which is hard for poor 
students. 
At the present time, it is recognized that one o~ the 
major goals in reading instruction is comprehension. It is 
difficult for children whohave serious reading deficiencies to 
understand what they are attempting to read. These children 
should be helped and ·guided to acquire skills in the use of 
r~ading material. According to Adams, Gray and Reese2 the 
I 
lEdward W. Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading 
,(Champaign, Illinois, The Gerard Press. 1939) p. 223. 
I . 
! 2Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, Dora Reese, Teaching Children 
1 to Read. Ronald Press Co., N.Y. 1949. p. 58. 
I 
I 
w 
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necessary skills to be learned are: 
1. Reading to follow directions 
2. Reading to gain the central idea and 
supporting details 
3. Reading to remember 
4. Locational skimming. 
Versatility in the use of these general types or reading is 
one or the aims or the reading program. 
At every grade level, the task or the teacher is to pre-
sent meaningrul exercises which will stimulate the pupil's 
thinld.ng. "Successful instruction in the study skills," 
Durrelll says, "depends upon adequate motivation and graded 
lesson plans ror each ability so that the child may progress 
with confidence and security." 
Stone2 claims that workbooks have a fUrther value. He 
says that well planned workbooks with appropriate vocabulary 
and exercise$ for each level provide for opportunities £or 
additional repetition o£ words, expansion or reading vocabu-
lary, and increasing independence in word recognition. 
Investigation shows that children engage in the types o£ ) 
reading in the classroom which adults use for carrying on 
' their life's activities. Adams, G~ay and Reese3 say that ex-
perimentation demonstrates that training in these types must 
lDonald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilitie 
(World Book Co. 1940.) p.232. 
2c. R. Stone, "A Reply to All in Favor of a Low Vocabular " 
Elementary School Journal, Vol. 44. Spet. 1943. p. 42. 
3.Q:Q_. Cit., P• 64 
18 
1 be comprehensive and systematic. The value of competent in-
struction in learning any skill is most important. Since 
reading involves not only one type of activity, but a whole 
constellation of mental processes, guidance is most important.l 
A teacher can direct what power of comprehension a child has 
developed by giving assi~ents to help the pupil get meaning 
from what he reads. 
In the use of study skill exercises for slow learners, 
11 the di.ff'erence is chief'ly in the slower pace of progress and 
the need for much more activity and varied repetitions .for 
learning at each level. 112 
Various studies reveal the widespread weakness in reading 
o.f directions. Gates3 feels this theme is one of the main 
reasons for the growing use o.f workbooks. He feels that many 
pupils are unable to read directions ef'ficiently because they 
have relatively little experience and guidance in this type of 
I 
reading. He stresses the need of books which give the pupil I· 
directions and instructions in printed form. 
In summarizing the research done in this .field, the 
authors conclude thab there is a definite need for the teachin 
ltoc. cit. 
2Constance McCullough, Problems in the Improvement of 
Reading (New York: McGraw Hill Books) p. 307 
oArthur I. Gates, Improvement of Reading (McMillan Co. 
1947) P• 471. 
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o:f these specific reading study sld.lls beginning in the pri-
mary grades. 
Research Related to the Construction o:f the Stories 
The number o:f children's books would be greatly limited i 
their stories had to satisfY all the criteria o:f :fine literary 
writing. Stories will serve the child well i:f they meet a 
present need and i:f they provoke the ~evelopment o:f a genuine 
interest in reading with good taste and discrimination. 
There is an urgent need :for simple material :for readers 
whose interests are more mature than is their reading ability. 
The criteria :for readability o:f such material is the use o:f a. I' 
graded vocabulary, simple sentence structure, interesting ideas 
and the comprehensibility o:f the vocabulary. Materials that 
are not within the grasp o:f the pupils because they do not 
give consideration to these important :factors may cause an in-
di:f:ference or even a dislike to reading. 
The best plan is to start with relatively simple and 
short material. In planning :for slow readers, it is best to 
' make each unit short enough so that it can be :finished in one 
remedial reading period. As the reading power o:f the pupil 
increases, longer selections may be included. The reading 
- I 
program may gradually include material o:f increasing di:f:ficult~ 
so that it progresses :from the very easy to as di:f:ficult as 
the pupil can be expected to handle. 
In the early stages o:f reading instruction, short 
.. 
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sentences and simplest sentence constructions should be intro-
duced. Kearneyl made a study of sentence lengths in 121 first 
grade readers. He says, "shorter sentence.s are used in pre-
primers than in primers and in primers than in first readers 
with the central tendency clustering around 4 words in pre-
primers, 5 words in primers, and 7 words in first readers." 
He later says that certain authors try to hold the length of 
their sentences within definite limits.2 Of course short sen-
tences may be made more difficult than longer sentences throug 
the use of unusual word combinations or in the form of its 
construction. 
Many educators have decided on various standards for 
books for these children. Among the more important require-
ments stated by Thorndike3 were that the books should include 
a detailed statement of words included in the book, that words 
unknown to the reader should occur rarely, that the contents 
should be suitable to their age and social maturity, and that 
it be at their level of reading achievement. Thorndike feels 
that these desiderata and others of less importance can be 
obtained by the rewriting of existing stories. 
i· 
lNolan Charles Kearney, "Sentence Length in 121 Represent J' 
ati ve First Grade Readers," Journal of Educational Research, 
38: 447-461. February, 1945. p. 454. 
2Loc. ill• 
39.12.· cit., p. 229-230 
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Terman and Limal state that a story should ful.fill three 
requirements: "It should be accurate as to important .facts; 
it should be written in an interesting and simple style; and 
it should be well illustrated." 
According to Gates, Peardon, and Sartorisis,2 stories 
should fulfill the .following requirements in order to be ap-
pealing to children. They should be o.f a proper difficulty, 
they should be suitable to the adjustment to pupils' develop-
mental status, and they should incorporate some o.f the interest 
producing elements as surprise, liveliness, humor, animalness, 
and conversation. 
In conclusion it may be said that materials written .for 
slow readers should be written in an easy, simple and straight 
.forward style. These readers should be provided with books 
that are brightly covered, attractively illustrated, and I 
clearly printed, yet with a .format which does not connote · gradJ 
I 
levels o.f difficulty lower than his actual grade placement. J 
O.f course, the content is the most important thing and no book 1 
should be chosen for its physical appearance alone. The book 
which satisfies both in appearance and content is likely to 
become a book o.f .first choice. 
lLewis Terman, Margaret Lima, Children's Reading 
D. Appleton & Co., N. Y. 1931. P• 103. 
2Arthur I. Gates, c. c. Peardon, I. c. Sartorisis, 
"Studies of Children 1 s Interests in Reading, 11 Elementary 
School Journal, Vol. 31, 656-670. May, 1931. p.665 • 
• -'==-=--=--=-:. ----- =---" _:-___ ~l,- -
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CHAPTER III 
The workbook includes thirty-three stories which vary in 
length from approximately 200 words to 250 words. Each story 
is a complete unit in itself, and can be used for one reading 
period. The subject matter is varied, consisting of folk 
tales, episodes from our history, _nonsense, and stories of 
children, animals and nature. 
Each story is followed by a set of three exercises. 
These exercises contain the same words as were used in the 
story. They are short and involve a minimum of original 
writing on the part of the pupil. The objectives for the 
exercises are specified. 
The words used in the workboo~ are taken from the Pre-
Primer I, Pre-Primer II, Primer, Book I -Level I, Book II -
Level I lists of the Durrell-SUllivan Primary Word List. 
Additional words are taken .from Gates 1 '*A Reading Vocabulary 
.fbr the Primary Gradestt (the .first 1,000 words). All new 
words introduced are used at least .five times in the story in 
which they are rirst presented. Many or these new words are 
repeated in .following stories. 
Each story and set o.f exercises is .followed by lists o.f 
the words that were used. There are .five lists: 
1. Words from Durrell-Sullivan Primary List 
) 
II 
i 
I 
I 
- ------H: --~- -------
2. New Forms of Words from the Durrell-Sullivan 
Primary List 
3. Words from Gates Primary List 
4. Additional enrichment words and proper nouns 
5. Additional words used in directions for 
exercises. 
The words for these five lists, with a complete count of t he 
number of times each was used, are in the Appendix. 
2 · 
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FATHER KNOWS BEST 
Once there was an old £armer and his woman. They had a 
good horse. One morning the farmer said, "I will ride our 
horse to town to see what I can buy with him." 
"You know best, father, 11 said his woman. Away went the 
farmer. 
Down the road came a man with a cow. 
"That cow must give good milk," said the £armer. "I will 
give you my horse for your cow. 11 So the farmer gave away his 
horse and he got the cow. 
Soon the farmer saw a man with a goat. So the farmer 
gave _awa¥ his cow and he got the goat. 
That is the way it went. The farmer gave away the goat 
and he got a white duck. The farmer gave away the duck and he 
~ 
got a great big hen. By that time the farmer was in town. 
There, he gave away his hen and he got some red apples. How 
the men who saw him laughed! One of them said, "Your good 
woman will give it to you when you get home." 
"Not at all, 11 said the farmer. "She will say that father 
knows best." 
"You can win a box of money i£ it is just so, 11 said all · 
the men. 
So they all began to hurry home with the farmer. The 
farmer told his story to his woman. What do you think? 
"How I like apples, 11 she said, "Father knows best 111 
So the farmer got the box of money. 
26 
Father Knows Best 
Ob,jecti ves: 
I. To organize ideas in sequence. 
II. To check comprehension of words. 
III. To develop auditory discrimination. 
I. Re.ad all the sentences. 
Number the sentences in the right order. 1, 2, 3, 4. 
He gave his woman some red apples. 
He went to town with his horse. 
The men laughed at the farmer. 
He got the box of money. 
II. Find the words that go with the sentences. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Put the words on the-:right line. 
can give milk. 
are what you eat. 
can work in a garden. 
can work in her house. 
can -give you a ride. 
can buy what you need. 
A farmer 
A woman 
Apples 
A cow 
Some money 
A horse 
A house 
III. In this story find 6 words with short~ (like in bed). 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Put the words on the lines. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
27 
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a her road 
all him said 
an his saw 
and home say 
apples horse see 
are house she 
at ·how so 
away hurry some 
bed I soon 
began i.f story 
best in that 
big ~ is the 
buy it them 
by just there 
came know they 
can laughed think 
cow like this 
do man time 
down men to 
duck milk told 
eat money town 
.father morning was 
.find must way 
.for my went 
gard~n need what 
gave not when 
get o.f white 
give old who 
go on will 
goat once win 
good one with 
got our woman 
great put work 
had read you 
he red your 
hen ride 
New Forms From 
nu-r:rell-SulliVan 
knows 
Enrichment Words 
anc~ Proper Nouns 
(none) 
Gates 
farmer 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
line 
lines 
number 
order 
right 
sentences 
short 
words 
29 
HiANS 
Once upon a time there lived a boy, Hans. Hans went on a 
trip to the country. There he saw a rarmer. 
"May I work for you?"asked Hans. "I need some money." 
11 Yes. I want someone to help me," said the f'armer. 
Now Hans was very hungry. He smelled some hot porridge. 
"May I eat my breakf'ast bef'ore I work't" he asked. 
"Yes, 11 laughed the farmer. "Then to work. 11 
After breakf'ast, Hans began to go out of the house. At 
the door he stopped. The lunch smelled so good. Hans asked, 
"May I have my lunch, now?" 
Tr~s was a surprise. The farmer began to think. If' he 
has his lunch now, he can work for a long time. So he said, 
"Sit, Hans. Eat your lunch." The lunch was as good as it had 
smelled. 
"Have you had enough?" laughed the farmer. 
Again Hans stopped. The dinner smelled so good. 11 I would 
like to eat my dinner," he said. 
So the f'armer said, "Sit, Hans. Eat your dinner now • 11 
The dinner was as good as it had smelled. 
"Now you are ready to work," said the f'armer. 
11Work? Work?" said Hans. 11 I go to sleep af'ter dinner. n 
That is just what he did. He went to sleep. Do you think Hans 
got money for his work? 
ouO 
Hans 
Ob,j ecti ves: 
1. To follow directions (correct selection). 
II. To organize ideas in sequence. 
III. To analyse words (rhyme). 
I. Look in this story. 
1. Find a word that begins with st. Put it here 
2. Find a word that begins. with sl. Put it here 
3. Find a word that begins with .§!!!.. Put it here 
4. Find a word that begins with br. Put it here 
5. Find a word that begins with tr. Put it here 
II. Read all the sentences. 
Number the sentences in the right order. 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Hans went to sleep. 
Hans wanted to eat his breakfast. 
Hans went on a trip. 
Hans wanted his dinner. 
III. Here are two words that rhyme. town 
down 
Make new words to rhyme with the words here. 
Put the words that rhyme on the line under the word. 
1. boy 2. now 3. sleep 5. may 
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a hot sleep 
a.fter house so 
again hungry some 
all I someone 
are i.f stopped 
as in story 
asked is surprise 
at it that 
be .fore just the 
began laughed then 
boy like there 
break.fast long think 
can look this 
country lunch time 
did make to 
dinner may town 
do_ me trip 
door money two 
down my under 
eat need upon 
enough new very 
.find now want 
.for of wanted 
go on was 
good once went 
got out what 
had porridge with 
has put work 
have read would 
he ready yes 
help se.id you 
here saw your 
·his sit 
New Forms From 
DUITell-SuliiVa'n 
lived 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
Hans 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
~armer 
smelled 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
begins 
*line 
-r.number 
*order 
rhyme 
*right 
ii-sent ences 
word 
~ewords 
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TIM AND HIS GOATS 
Tim was a goat boy who lived in the mountains. Goats give 
good rresh milk. One morning Tim came ror all the goats in the 
town. High up into the mountains they went. There they could 
find enough green grass to eat. Tim could eat, too. He had a 
box lunch with him. His long stick helped him go up high. He 
called to the goats in a sort way. How they liked himl 
Billy was the big goat. One day Billy began to race. 
Faster and faster he ran. All the goats ran after Billy. Tim 
was in back of them. Tim said, "They are running too .fast. 
There will be broken feet today if I cannot stop them." 
11 Come down to me, 11 he called again and again. After a 
time, Billy came down. The other goats came down one after 
another. But Baby Goat was not with them. Tim looked and 
looked for her. Then what do you think? There was a call for 
help. There was the baby goat caught in a tree way up the 
mountains. 
"Hang on, Baby Goat. I am coming to get you," called Tim. 
He began to hurry up to her. He had to work hard to get her 
on his back. Then he put her with the other goats. What a 
day in the mountains that was for Timl 
34 
Tim and His Goats 
Objectives: 
I. To follow directions (correct selection). 
II. To associate ideas with words. 
III. To check comprehension. 
I. 
II. 
1. 
Look in this story. 
1. Find a word that ends with lk. 
2. Find a word that ends with ~. 
3. Find a word that ends with ft. 
4. Find a word that ends with ck. 
5. Find a word that ends with~. 
Read the sentences in the boxes. 
Put what it is on the line. 
Here are the 
Billy 
goat 
town 
grass 
words 
They are very ~tgh. 
that will help 
mountains 
Tim 
stick 
2. It 
Put it here. 
Put it here. 
Put it here. 
Put it here. 
Put it here. 
you. 
can eat grass. 
It is cold there. It can give fresh milk 
You can go way up on them. It can go up a mountain. 
-------- --------
3. lt is very long. 4. It is green 
Tim has one. / It can grow on the 
It can help him go up mountains. 
the mountains. Goats like to eat it. 
____ .. ___ 
--------
5. He can look a.fter goats. 6. He was very big. 
He can sing. He ran very fast. 
He is the boy in this He liked to eat grass. 
story. 
-----.. -- --------
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III. Read the sentences. 
Put the right word on the line. 
Here are the words that will help you. 
goats find 
feet mountain 
hurry stick 
milk grass 
1. Tim came for the in the morning. 
2. He went high up the with the goats. 
3. There the goats could enough grass. 
4. The --------helped Tim go up the mountains. 
5 • . Goats are good for their --------
6. It was not good to have the goats 
.. 
• 
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a go other 
after goat put 
again good race 
all grass ran 
am gre_en read 
and grow running 
another had said 
are hang sing 
Baby hard soft 
back has stick 
be have stop 
P:~ gan he story 
big help that 
B~lly helped the 
box her their 
boy here theJl 
broken high then 
but him there 
call his they 
called how think 
came hurry this 
can I Tim 
caught in time 
cold into to 
come is today 
coming it too 
could like town 
day liked tree 
do long up 
down look very 
eat looked was 
enough lunch way 
~st me WBilt 
f'aster milk what 
feet morning will 
find must with 
for not work 
fresh of' you 
get on 
give one 
New Forms From 
DUrr"e 11-suiiivan 
boxes 
goats 
*lived 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
mountains 
Additiona1 Words Used 
in Directions----
ends 
*line 
*right 
*sentences 
i:-word 
~~ords 
38 
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THE BULL FIGHT 
We like to go to SE3e m_en pl_ay bE!-11. In Mexico, th~y l~ke ~ - _ 
to go to see a bull .fight. They sit out o.f doors and they ~at 
and drink. They have .fun when they see a bull .fight. We have 
fUn when we see men play ball. 
Th~ place .for t~e bull fight is pain~ed ye~low. The 
place for the bull fight has ropes so that yqu can not get 
in. The man who must fight the bull has a r~d flag. He must 
( . . . 
jwp.p about with his red flag. H~ can make the re:d flag go h~re 
and there. He must make the red .fl~g go .faster and f~ster. 
They se.e a great black bu~l come running in. The bull , 
be_g~n t~ run all a"t?out to get tpe red flag. The man must jump 
all about. ·- He has t~ keep out of the Wf::Y ~.f the bull. He must 
work very hard wi~h ~s red .flag. All at once the bull put his 
horns into the ~an. The man goes flying over the ropes. Vlhat 
a surprise1 Then the man has to get up and go aw~y. How they 
all laugh at the man. Our friends in Mexico are happy he is 
not hurt. 
Now the .bull will n9t fig~t ag~in. When he can win a fight 
he is put _away. He will have a good time in the green grass. 
He will do no work at all. 
' 
~ 
The Bull Fight 
Ob,iecti ves: 
I. To check comprehension. 
II. To develop auditory discrimination (following directions). 
III. To note detai ls. 
I. Read the sentences. 
Put yes or~ after the sentences. 
1. In Mexico they like t o see a bull fight. 
2 • . The bull has to work hard when he is put away. 
3. The man got hurt in this story. 
4. The place for the bull fight is painted red. 
5. The man has a yellow ·flag. ____ 
6. When the bull can win he must fight over and over again. 
7. The man must keep out of the way of the bull. 
8. We have fun when we see men play ball. 
II. Here are some words. 
Put 
Put 
Put 
Put 
III. 
the 
the 
the 
-the 
into 
black 
time 
like 
words 
words 
words 
words 
Read the 
Find the 
flag 
his 
place 
make 
that have 
that have 
that have 
that have 
sentences. 
short i here. 
~ong i here. 
short 1! here. 
long ~here. 
right ending. 
Put the ending on the line. 
~0 
I. Now the bull will not have --------------------------· 
2. The place ror the bull right 
--------------------------· 
3. The man who can ri&ht the bull -------------------------· 
4. In Mexico they like to go 
--------------------------· 
5. Here, we like to go 
--------------------------· 
6. They see a great black bull --------------------------· 
7. Over the ropes, the man --------------------------• 
to right again -
goes rlying 
come running in 
to see men play ball 
is painted yellow v 
bas a red rlag v 
to see a bull right ~ 
to see a-horse 
1 
,., ? 
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a he read 
about here red 
af'ter his ropes 
again horns run 
all horse running 
are how see 
at hurt sit 
away if so 
began in some 
black into story 
can is surprise 
cannot it that 
come jump the 
do keep then 
drink laugh there 
eat like they 
faster long this 
find make time 
flag man to 
flying men up 
for must very 
friends no way 
fun not we 
get now what 
go of when 
good on who 
got once will 
grass our win 
great out with 
green over work 
happy painted yellow 
hard place yes 
has play you 
have put 
New Forms From 
~ell-SulliVan 
doors 
goes 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
bull 
fight 
Me4ico 
·U·Previously Used 
Gates 
ball 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
ending 
O:E-line 
*right 
*sentences 
*short 
*words 
13 
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LI 1T LE TOM THUMB 
Ch! Ch! The little en~ine began to ride down the street. 
How it did hu~~ and pu~~. Peter Cooper and his ~riends were on 
the engine. Peter Cooper had made it. His engine was so little 
he called it Tom Thqmb. Up to this time, horses made the cars 
go. From now on, Peter Cooper wanted an engine to make the 
cars go. 
Little Tom Thumb had a high chimney. There was a hot fire 
.'· 
under the chimney. The men said, "Tom Thumb i~ running away." 
But it was not. Peter Cooper could make it stop. His friends 
were happy wi~h their ride on Tom Thumb. Peter Cooper could 
- make the engine go and then make it stop. He liked the way it 
ran. 
One day Peter Cooper was out ~or a ride. Some o~ his 
~riends were in Little Tom Thumb, too. They saw a horse car 
< 
coming. 
"yYe will race you home," said the men in the horse car. 
So the race began. 
The horse car went ~ast but Little Tom Thumb went ~aster. 
It looked as i~ Tom Thumb would win the race. Tom Thumb began 
to hu~~ and pu~~~ and then it stopped. A leather on the engine 
was broken. Peter Cooper could not put a new leather on the 
engine in a hurry. Little Tom Thumb did not win that race. It 
• 
did .win a race another time. The men saw what the engine could 
do. That made Peter Cooper happy. 
4· 
Little Tom Thumb 
Objectives: 
·I. To develop auditory discrimination. 
II. To provide exercises for words that commonly cause confusion. 
III. To locate specific information. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
I. In this story find 5 words with short ~ (like in dog) 
Put the words on the lines. 
II. Look at the words under the sentences. 
Put the right word on the line. 
1. Little Tom Thumb an engine. 
saw was 
2. Peter Cooper a horse car coming. 
saw was 
3. The men what the engine could do. 
saw was 
4. A leather the engine was broken. 
no on 
5. The men had a fast ride ' :. the horse car. 
no on 
6. The friends had a long ride Tom Thumb. 
no on 
III. Read this story to find out: 
1. What was the name of the engine? 
2. What was the name of the man who made the engine? 
3. Where was the hot fire? 
4. Who did not win the race? 
5. Who could make the engine go and stop? 
6. Who did Tom Thumb race with? 
Durrell-Sullivan . ' 7 
a horse running 
an hot said 
and how saw 
another huf'.f so 
as hurry some 
at if' stop 
away in stopped 
began is story 
broken it street 
but leather that 
called like the 
car liked their 
chimney little then 
coming long there 
could look they 
day looked this 
did made time 
do make to 
dog man too 
down men under 
engine name up 
fast new wanted 
faster no was 
find not way 
fire now we 
for of' went 
.friends on were 
from one what 
go out where 
had puff' who 
happy ·· put will 
he race win 
high ran with 
his read would 
home ride you 
New Forms From 
Dlrrell-SuliTVan 
cars 
horses 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
Peter Cooper 
Tom Thumb 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
(none) 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*line 
*lines 
i~right 
*right 
*sentences 
*short 
*word 
*words 
,....--..... ... 
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OPEN DOOR, OPEN 
Once upon a time there lived an old man and an old woman. 
He liked to work in the woods. They had very little money. 
One morning the old man went to his work. .All at once he 
saw some men on horses. Faster and ~aster they came. He said, 
"They must be running away. They are not good men and i~ they 
~ind me they will kill me. I will go up this high tree by the 
mountain. They cannot go up the mountain with their horses. 
When they go back , I will come down." 
The men stopped under his very tree. How funny they 
looked1 They all had long black hair. There were big boxes 
on the backs o~ their horses. One man went up to the mountain 
_ and called, "Open door, openl" A big door began to open. In 
went all the men with their boxes. Soon they came out and away 
they went. 
"Now," said the old man, "I will see i~ this can work ~or 
me."' 
He called, 11 0pen door, open." The door began to open. 
What a surprisel Great big boxes o~ money. "'One box is enough 
~or my woman," he said. That is just what he did take. 
Then he went to the door. "I cannot think what to say to 
open the door," he said. 
"Open, open, door!" he called. The door did not open. 
11 Open door, door 1" No 1 
11 Door open, open1 11 No 1 
"Open door, open." Yes 1 The door went ~lying open. How 
happy he was 1 
A~ter that they had enough money all the time. 
Open. Door, Open _ 
Objectives: 
I. To analyze words (rhyme). 
II. To develop auditory discrimination. 
III. To locate specific in~ormation. 
I. Here _are two words that rhyme. must 
just 
Make new words to rhyme with the words here. 
Put the words that rhyme on the line under the word. 
1. will 2. man 3. back 4. had 5. not 6. when 
II. In this story find 6 words with short~ (like in had). 
Put the words on the lines. 
1. 4. 
2. 5. 
3. 6. 
III. Read this story to ~ind out:· 
1. What made the men look ~unny? 
2. What words could mal{e the door open? 
3. What was on the backs o~ the horses? 
4. What was in the boxes? 
5. What did the old man take home? 
6. What _began to open in the mountain? 
a 
after 
all 
an 
and 
are 
at 
away 
back 
be 
began 
big 
.black 
by 
called 
came 
can 
cannot 
come 
could 
did 
door 
down 
enough 
faster 
.find 
.flying 
.for 
funny 
go 
good 
great 
had 
hair 
happy 
he 
here 
Durrell-Sullivan 
high 
his 
home 
how 
I 
if 
in 
is 
just 
kill 
like 
liked 
little 
look 
looked 
made 
make 
man 
me 
men 
money 
morning 
must 
my 
new 
no 
not 
now 
of 
old 
on 
once 
one 
open 
out 
put 
read 
i - ~~nn Uni s>:rslcf 
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running 
said 
saw 
say 
see 
some 
soon 
stopped 
story 
surprise 
take 
that 
the 
their 
then 
there 
they 
think 
this 
time 
to 
tree 
two 
under 
up 
upon 
very 
was 
went 
were 
what 
when 
will 
with 
woman 
woods 
yes 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SuliiVan 
backs 
-trboxes 
il-horses 
it-lived 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*mountain 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
i~line 
it-lines 
irrhyme 
*short 
*word 
*words 
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A RIDE ON A LOG 
Once there lived a boy called Tim. At that time, they did 
not make their houses out of brick. They did not make their 
houses out of logs. Tim lived in a cave. The cave was in the 
woods by the water. Mother had to work in the cave and Father 
had to work in the woods. Tim just played. 
One day Father went away to hunt. Tim went to the water 
to play. Tim put some little sticks into the water. Away went 
the sticks. Then Tim saw a log. Tim wanted to ride over the 
water on this log. He could not get on the log. The log would 
not stay in one place, so into the water went Tim. Over and 
over again he went into the water. He just could not get on 
that log. Soon he was far out. He could not put his feet down. 
All he could do was hang on to the log. He called and called. 
Then Father came back to the cave. He could not find Tim. 
Was that a call for help? He ran to the water and there was 
Tim! Father got a long stick and into the water he went. He 
got on the log. He put Tim on the log. The stick helped him 
make the log go where he wanted. How happy Mother was to see 
Tim! 
• 
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A Ride on a Log 
Objectives: 
I . To follow directions (correct selection). 
II. To ~heck comprehension. 
, 
III • .N () note detail. 
I. Look in this story. 
1. Find a word that ends in lo. Put it here. 
2. Find a word that ends in ck. Put it here. 
3. Find a word that ends in !!&· Put it here. 
4. Find a word that ends in nt. Put it here. 
5. Find a word that ends in st. Put it here. 
II. Which one is right? Put it on the line. 
house made of brick 
1. Tim lived in a 
---------------· house made of logs 
cave 
work 
2. All day long Tim liked to 
---------------· hunt 
play 
engine 
3. Tim wanted to ride on a ----~--------· log 
car 
friends 
4. Tim got help from his 
--------------------· mother 
father 
in one place 
5. The log would not stay ----------------------~·bY the tree 
in the water 
III. Find the words that go with the sentences. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Put the right words on the line. 
can be lived in. 
can come from a tree. 
-----
can work all day in the cave. 
can hunt in the woods. 
----- liked to play all day. 
can help make a log go where you want. 
---------- is good to make a house. 
A log 
Father 
A cave 
Tim 
Mother 
A stick 
Brick 
Water 
55 
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a got put 
again had ran 
all hang ride 
and happy saw 
are he see 
at help so 
away helped some 
back here soon 
be him stay 
big his stick 
boy house story 
brick how that 
by hunt the 
call in their 
called into then 
came is there 
can it they 
car just this 
come liked Tim 
could little Time 
day long to 
did look tree 
do made want 
down make wanted 
engine mother was 
:far not water 
:father of went 
:feet on where 
:find once which 
:for one with 
.friends out woods 
:from over work 
get place would 
go play Y:ou 
good played 
New Forms From 
nu-r:rell-SulliV8n 
houses 
~lived 
stick 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
cave 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
log 
logs 
~dditional Words Used 
in Directions----
end 
*line 
*right 
i~sentences 
*word 
*words 
. r-·7 
._j 
• 
LITTLE ABE'S BOOK 
One day Little Abe was very happy. He had a beautifUl 
book to read. At that time the children did not have q.1any 
books. They had to read the same books over and over again. 
Think how it would be to read the same books all the time. 
That morning one o:f .!Abe 's neighbors said, 11 I have a new 
book. You may keep it / to read. 11 Abe ran home with that 
book. He could keep the book by his bed and read before his 
father called him in the morning. Little Abe had to work 
hard all day long so he could not read his new book in the 
day. Night after night he could read his book. 
One night he put the book by the logs. Then he went to 
sleep. That night it began to snow. In the ~orning, Abe 
wanted his book. Snow was all over his bed. Snow was all 
over his book. Abe got ready in a hurry. He ran and told 
the neighbor his story. 
"You will have to work :for me," said the neighbor. "Then 
you may keep the book." 
So Little Abe had to work hard :for three days. He was so 
happy to have another book. It was not a story book. It was 
about a great man. Abe said, "That book helped me to be a 
great man, too." 
. .
Little Abe's Book 
Ob,jecti ves: 
I. To associate ideas with words. 
II. To follow directions (correct selection). 
III. To organize ideas in sequence. 
I. Read the sentences in the boxes. 
Put what it is on the line. 
Here are some words that will help you. 
garden 
bed 
logs 
book 
1. It was made of logs. 
Abe helped to make it. 
---------
house 
neighbor 
snow 
3. It came down in the night. 
It got on the book. 
---------
5. .Abe can sleep in it • 
Abe put his book by it. 
---------
II. Look in this story. 
1 • . Find a word that begins with m. 
2. Find a word that begins .with st. 
3. Find a word that begins with i!J:.• 
4. Find a word that begins with th. 
5. Find a word that begins with ch. 
2. Abe read it. 
It helped Abe to be a 
great man. 
4. He was one of his 
friends. 
Abe went to see him. 
6. It was in back of the 
house. 
The family can get what 
to eat there. 
_____ .. ___ 
Put it here 
Put it here 
Put it here 
Put it here 
Put it here 
j 
III. · Read all the sentences. 
Number the sentences in the right order. 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Snow got all over his book. 
Little -·Abe"· had to work for three days for his neighbor. 
That night Abe put the book by his bed. 
One morning Abe got a book from his neighbor. 
~0 
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a had over 
about happy put 
a.fter hard ran 
again have read 
all he ready 
and help said 
another helped same 
are here see 
at him sleep 
back his so 
be home some 
beautiful house story 
bed how that 
be .fore hurry the 
began I then 
book in there 
by is they 
called it, think 
came keep this 
can little three 
children long time 
could look to 
day made told 
did make too 
down man very 
eat many wanted 
.family may was 
.father me went 
.find morning what 
.for neighbors will 
.friends · new with 
.from night work 
garden not would 
get o.f you 
got on 
great one 
( 
New Forms From 
DU:r:rell-SuliiVan 
books 
*boxes 
days 
neighbor 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
-·Abe 
.Abe's 
Gates 
*logs 
snow 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions-
*begins 
*line 
~:-number 
*order 
*sentences 
*word 
~(Words 
r 
LITTLE ~BE'S HOME 
One night it was v~r~ cold. Little ~be wanted to hurry 
home. He co~ld not run very ~ast. He did not have shoes 
that looked like your shoes. His shoes were made of leath~ 
that came from bears. His mother had made them for him. 
-----------
His mother made his suits too. You would think that he 
looked fUnny but you would have liked him just the same. 
Little Abe's house was not like your house. It was not 
-
made of wood. It was not made 0~ brick. It was made of logs. 
His father cut down some trees in the woods and 1:1.heJ:;L he had 
logs for a house. Little Abe p~~~~d his father get the logs • 
.• 
He helped him make the house with the logs. They made their 
house out in the woods. The logs did not keep out all the 
rain. The logs did not keep out all the snow. In the night 
the rain could come down on Little Abe's bed. In the night 
the snow could come down on Little Abe's bed. 
The family had to work all day long. In back of the 
• '!!!..-
house they would plant a garden. Mother and Father went out 
to hunt in the woods. Then, they could eat. They had little 
time to play with toys. They had li.ttle time to read books. 
\ 
How would you like to live like that? 
3 
,. 
Little Abe's Home 
Ob.jectives: 
I. ' To note details. 
II. To develop ability to outline. 
III. To develop auditory discrimination. 
I. -Read this story. Do you know? 
1. What were Abe 1 s shoes made of? 
2. What was Abe's house made of? 
3. Where did the family plant a garden? 
4. Who made Abe's suits? 
5. Who went out to hunt? 
II. In this story find three words that tell what a house can 
be made of. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
In this story find two words that tell where the family 
could get what to eat. 
1 •. ____ _ 
2. 
III. In this story find 5 words with short u (like in fun). 
Put the words on the lines. 
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a him same 
all his shoes 
and home some 
back house story 
be how suits 
bears hunt tell 
bed hurry that 
brick in the 
but it their 
came just them 
can keep then 
cold know they 
come leather think 
could like this 
cut liked three 
day little time 
did long to 
do looked too 
down made toys 
eat make two 
.family mother very 
.fast night wanted 
father not was 
.find o:f went 
.for on were 
.from one what 
.fun other where 
funny out who . 
garden plant with 
get play woods 
had put work 
have rain would 
he read you 
helped run your 
New Forms From 
Durrell-SuiiTVa'n 
*books 
trees 
wood 
Enrichment Words · 
and Pro per Nouns 
*Abe 
-t~Abe 1 s · 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*logs 
*snow 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*lines 
~~short 
*words 
THE .PARADE 
It was the great Abe's birthday. It was time for the big 
parade. Dick was going to be in this parade. He had to wait 
for the parade to get going. The flags were all flying. Many 
children were there to see the parade. 
Then the horns began to play and the parade began to go 
down the street. The parade began to go but not Dick. All at 
once Dick ran up the street. There was a white horse. The 
horse did not like the horns to play. Up went his back feet 
and down they came on a little dog. The little dog was hurt. 
A car in the parade was going to go over the dog. Dick caught 
him just in time. Dick could not be in the parade now. So 
Dick had to hurry home with the dog. He ran all the way. He 
got a box and made a soft bed for · the dog. When he got back 
the parade was all over. 
That night Dick helped father look after the little hurt 
dog. Then Dick went out to see his friends. 
11Here is a fine boy," they all called. "He is just like 
the great Abe we know about. Abe liked to help a little qog · 
too when he was a little boy, ·" said all his friends • 
• 
S7 
The Parade 
Objectives: 
I. To provide exercises ~or words that commonly cause confUsion. 
II. To organize ideas in sequence. 
III. To develop auditory discrimination. 
I. Look at the words under the sentences. 
Put the right word on the line. 
1. The horse in the parade. 
saw was 
2. The parade was the great Abe's birthday. 
no on 
3. -The did not like the horns. 
house horse 
4. Dick the little dog. 
saw was 
5. There was one at home. 
no on 
6. Dick had to hurry to his with the dog. 
horse house 
· II. Read all the sentences. 
Number the sentences in the right order. 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Dick had to hurry home with the dog. 
The horns began to play. 
Dick helped his ~ather look a~er the dog. 
The little dog was hurt by a horse. 
III. In this story f'ind 6 words with short 
Put the words on the lines. 
1. 4. 
2. 5. 
6. 
~ 
i (like in him). 
G9 
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a go one 
about going over 
after got out 
all great parade 
and had play 
at he put 
back help ran 
be helped read 
bed here said 
began him saw 
big his see 
birthday home so 
box horns sof't 
boy horse story 
but house street 
by hurry that · 
called hurt the 
came in then 
car is there 
caught it they 
children just this 
could know time 
Dick like to 
did liked too 
dog little under 
down look up 
f'ather made wait 
feet many was 
find night way 
fine no went 
f'lying not were 
for now when 
fri ends on white 
get once with 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
f'lags 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
*Abe 
irAbe' s 
oil-Previously Used 
Gates 
(none} 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
irline 
i:·lines 
*number 
*order 
*right 
*sentences 
irshort 
*words 
THE WATER BUFFALO 
Sing was a little boy who lived in a far away country. 
All day long he was with Old Buffalo. Buffalo was a great 
help to Sing's father. When it was hot, Buffalo did not like 
it. Then Sing would take Buffalo where there were trees and 
water. He would sit on her back and he would hang on to her 
rope. Jhe rope helped him make Buffalo go where he wanted. 
One hot morning Sing and Buffalo were going out of the 
city. He would take his Bird, too. Bird could not fly away. 
There was a rope from Bird to his stick. So away they went. 
Sing was on the Buffalo's back and Bird was on his stick. 
Buffalo went into the water but Sing put his feet on Buffalo's 
back. He did not like to go into the water. Bird did not 
like the water. Sing played with Bird. 
Far into the water went Buffalo with Sing and Bird. Sing 
wanted Buffalo to go back. He could not find Buffalo 1 s rope. 
The rope was way out in the water and Sing could not get it. 
Sing put the stick that Bird was on high over the water. "Get 
Buffalo 1 s rope, 11 he said. Bird looked here and there. Then 
Bird picked up the rope and came back to his stick. Now Sing 
made Buffalo get out of the water. 
"You are a good friend, 11 said Sing to h:is Bird. 
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The Water Buffalo 
Ob.j ecti ves: 
I. To check comprehension 
~I. To note details. 
III. To develop auditory discrimination. 
I. Which is right? 
Put Bird or Buffalo on the line. 
1. did not like it when it was hot. 
2. could not fly away. 
3. was a great help to father. 
4. had a rope that went to a stick. 
5. was a good friend to $.Lng. 
6. had a rope that helped him know where to go. 
7. did not like the water. 
8. had a good back to sit on. 
II • Who did it? 
1. \Vho picked up the Buffalo's rope?--------
2. Who could take the Buffalo to the trees and water? 
3. Who went far into the water? 
4. Who made Buffalo get out of th e water? 
5. Who was a great help to Sing's father? 
III. Here are some words: 
came Sing 
back made 
like take 
rope stick 
Put the words that have long~ here. 
Put the words that have short ~here. 
Put the words that have long i here. 
Put the words that have short i here. 
Put the words that have long Q. here. 
- 7.2 
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a he played 
all help put 
and helped said 
are her Sing 
away here sit 
back high so 
bird him some 
boy his stick 
but hot take 
came in that 
city into the 
could is then 
country it there 
day know they 
did like to 
far little too 
father long up 
feet looked wanted 
find made was 
.fly make water 
from morning way 
get not went 
go now were 
going o.f when 
good old where 
great on which 
had one who 
hang -out with 
have over would 
you 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
friend 
·ll-li ved 
picked 
i'trees 
rope 
. sings 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
Buffalo 
Buffalo's 
irPreviously Used 
Gates 
(none) 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*line 
~~r 
i~right 
itshort 
*words 
SING AND HANG 
Sing and Hang were two boys who lived in a far away country. 
It was a buffalo country. 
One day Hang was on his buffalo. Hang could tell his 
buffalo what to do. The buffalo would do just what Hang wanted. 
"Come up here and play with me, 11 said Hang to Sing. The 
two boys played all day. 
Then Sing said, "I wish I could see a dragon." 
Hang said to his buffalo, "Find us a dragon. We will hang 
on to your horns." Hang made the buffalo go very fast. They 
looked very funny as they went flying down the road. 
"Where are you going?" asked an old man. 
"To catch a dragon£ 11 sang the boys. 
"Over the bridge you will find a dragon," said the old man. 
So over the bridge they went. There was the dragon. So many 
feet! ·So many horns! He was red and black. He was so long and 
so high. The boys wanted to go back home but not the buffalo£ 
Into the dragon ran the buffalo. The dragon was all broken up. 
Out came so many men. How they laughed and laughed. They had 
been ready for the parade. Now their funny dragon could not be 
in the parade. The dragon they had made was all broken up. The 
buffalo went home with the boys on his back. 
75 
Sing and Hang 
Objectives: 
I. To check comprehension. 
II. To alphabetize. 
III. To create imagery. 
I. Read the sentences. 
Put ~ or !!Q_ after the sentences. 
-
1. Hang could make his buffalo do what he wanted. 
2. Sing wanted to find a dragon. 
3. The dragon had so many horns. 
4. The men wanted to be in a parade. ____ 
5. The dragon was all broken up. ____ 
6. The men had made a dragon. ____ 
7. The two boys were in a parade. ____ 
8. The two boys lived in a buffalo country. 
9. The two boys could play on the buffalo's back. 
10. The buffalo ran into the dragon. ____ 
II. In this story find words that begin with the letters that 
are here. Put the word on the line. 
a h. 0 v 
b i p w 
c j r y 
d 1 s 
f m t 
g n u 
Which letters are not here? 
-- -- -
• 
- - -
III. Put a l if' it tells 
Put a 2 if it tells 
Has a goqd ba ck to sit 
Lived over the bridge. 
Has two horns. 
Was good to the boys. 
Has four feet. 
Was red and black. 
Had many men in it. 
Has many horns • 
Was all broken up. 
Has many feet. 
about the dragon in this story. 
about the buf.falo in this story. 
on. 
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a he said 
about here sang 
a.fter high see 
all his Sing 
an home sit 
and horns so 
are how story 
as I tell 
asked i.f that 
away in the 
back into their 
be it then 
been just there 
black laughed they 
bridge long this 
broken looked to 
but made two 
came make up 
catch man us 
~orne many very 
could me wanted 
country men was 
day no we 
do not went 
down now were 
.far · old what 
.fast on where 
.feet one which 
.find out lihO 
.flying over will 
.for parade wish 
.four play with 
.funny played would 
go put yes 
going ran you 
good read your 
had ready 
hand red 
has road 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
boys 
*lived 
tells 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
*bu.ffalo 
i\·bu.ffalo ' s 
dragon 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
(none) 
Additional Words Used 
!.!!. Directions 
begin 
letters 
*line 
·~or 
*sentences 
-i!word 
*words 
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THE RED FOX 
Red was an old rox who lived in the woods. He liked grapes 
ror his lunch. One day he went down the road. He smelled and 
smelled ror the grapes. He looked here and he looked there. He 
smelled here and he smelled there. Yes£ There they were in 
Mr. Brown's garden. Down he ran for the grapes. How good they 
looked to him and how good they smelled to him1 
He ran as fast as he could. All at once he stopped. What 
did he see in the grass? It was under the grapes. Yes, there 
was the trap. What could Red do now? 
How he wanted the grapes! How hungry he was! How good 
they smelled! The trap was in his way. 11Mr. Brown will not 
catch me in that trap, u said Red. In the grass he saw just what 
he wanted. There was a long stick. He got the stick and put 
the stick into the trap. Bing! There went the trap. Now he 
was ready to bite into the grapes. How he did eat and eat1 
What a good lunch. 
There were not many grapes in the garden after that. Mr. 
Brown did not like Red to eat his grapes. Mr. Brown just had to 
think of a new trap. 
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New Forms From 
Dii'iTell-SuliTVan 
Brown's 
*lived 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
trap 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
grapes 
*smelled 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*begin 
*letters 
*line 
*number 
*order 
*right 
*sentences 
*word 
*words 
8 · 
III. , Read all the sentences. 
, Num"Qer the sentences in the right order. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
Red ~ox smelled and smelled ~or grapes. 
Mr. Brown had to make a new trap. 
Red began to eat the grapes. 
, · Red put a . stick into the trap. 
Red saw the trap in the grass. 
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Durrell-Sullivan 
a had ready 
a.fter he Red 
all here road 
an him said 
and his saw 
are how see 
as hun~ry stick 
at in stopped 
began into story 
bing is that 
bite it the 
breakfast just there 
Brown like they 
catch liked think 
caught long this 
city looked to 
could lunch tree 
day make under 
did many want 
dinner me wanted 
do Mr. was 
down new way 
eat not went 
.fast now were 
.find o.f what 
j 
.for old which 
Fox on who 
garden once will 
get one with 
good put woods 
got ran yes 
grass read 
--. 
New Forms From 
Dii'i:rell-Sulii'Van 
Brovm•s 
*lived 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
trap 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
grapes 
*smelled 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions-
*begin 
*letters 
'i~line 
*number 
*order 
*right 
*sentences 
*word 
*words 
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THE HUNGRY DOG 
See Wee was a little Indian girl. Big Say was a little 
Indian boy. They were good friends. 
One day Big Say said, "Mother has to have some high green 
grass :for her work. We will go to the woods to find some." 
They got a lunch and away they went. 
After a time, See Wee saw a little dog. He looked so 
hungry. "Oh," said See Wee, "I wish I could give him some o:f 
our lunch. 11 
Big Say got the lunch box and gave the dog their lunch. 
How the dog did eat. Then the dog ran down the road. He 
waited for the Indian children. The Indian children ran a:fter 
the dog. He ran to a little house. He waited for the children 
to come to the door. 
11Is someone there?" asked an old Indian woman. 11 I began 
to think no one would come. I am hurt. I would like to eat 
and drink. The dog cannot give me what I need." The woman 
had to stay in her bed. 
"You wait here and do what you can, 11 said Big Say to See 
Wee. 11 1 will go home to get help." Away ran Big Say. 
See Wee gave the woman a bowl of water. See Wee made a 
little fire in the house. See Wee made the house look good. 
Then Big Say caine back with help for the old woman. How 
happy the woman was1 
Her dog had been one of her best friends. 
The Hungry Dog 
Ob,j ecti ves: 
I. To alphabetize. 
II. To summarize. 
III. To check comprehension. 
I. In this story find words that begin with the letters that 
are here. Put the word on the line. 
a ____ _ g, ____ _ n. ____ _ 
b. ____ _ h. ____ _ o ____ _ 
c. ____ _ i 
-----
r ____ _ 
d. ____ _ k. ____ _ s ____ _ 
e. ____ _ 1. ____ _ t ____ _ 
:f ____ _ m. ____ _ w ____ _ 
Which letters are not here? 
---------.-:.---. 
II. In what ways did See Wee help the old woman? 
Tell about three ways. 
1. ____________________ __ 
2. _______________________ _ 
3. ________________________ __ 
In what way did Big Say help the old woman? 
Tell about one way. 
1. __________________________ _ 
III. Read the sentences. 
girl 
hungry 
hurt 
dog 
Put the right word on the l iline. 
Here are words that will help you. 
high grass · 
children 
water 
house 
boy 
lunch 
help 
8S 
1. See Wee was an Indian 7 • 
2. Big Say was an Indian • 
3. For her work mother had to have some • 
4. The little dog was very • 
5. The children gave the dog their • 
6. The dog waited :for the • 
7. The old woman was • 
8. See Wee gave the old woman some • 
9. Big Say went to get • 
10. One o:f the best f'riends to the woman was her • 
,# . 
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a got said 
about grass saw 
af'ter green say 
am had see 
an · happy so 
and ' has some 
are have someone 
asked he stay 
away help story back her tell bed here that been high the began him their best home then big house there bowl how they boy hungry think box hurt this 
came I three 
can in time 
cannot is to 
children like very 
come little wait 
could look was 
day looked water 
did lunch way 
do made we 
dog me wee 
door Mother went 
down need were 
drink no what 
eat not which 
rind o:r will 
:fire oh wish 
:for old with 
:friends on woman 
gave one woods 
get our work 
git-1 put would 
give ran , you 
go read 
good road 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SUliT'Van 
waited 
ways 
Enrichment Words . 
and Proper Nouns 
Indian 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
(none) 
Additional Words Used 
!n Directions----
*begin . 
*letters 
*fine 
*right 
*sentences 
*word 
*words 
~ . 89 
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IN THE CAVE 
See Wee and Big Say had fUn all the time. 
One morning Big Say said, 11I have a trap in the woods. We 
will go to see what was caught • 11 So the two Indian children 
went into the woods. They ran to the trap. 
"l wish we find a baby bear in the trap, II! said See Wee. 
But no bear was in the trap. 
Then it began to rain. The rain came down hard. Big Say 
saw a cave. They ran into the ca ve. They were glad to be out 
of' the rain. What a surprisel There was a baby bear in the 
cave. It was like a brown sof t ball. It looked so hungry. 
Big Say pick ed up the bear. It did not hurt him. 
' 
Big Say · said, 111 think the mother bear is caught in a 
trap . We must hurry home with this . baby bear. Mother will 
know what to do for it." 
They did ndt think about the rai n. They ran home with the 
bear. Mother gave it some milk. They played with the baby 
bear. All the children came to see the baby bea r. They had 
fUn with the baby bear. 
Big Sa~ did not make another trap. Wha t if he caught a 
mot her bear! Then a· baby bear would wait in a ca ve. It would 
1 ./ be hungry. No one w:Juld come to help it. 
\. 
In the Cave 
Ob,jecti ves: 
I. To summarize. 
II. To alphabetize. 
III. To identify relationships. 
I. In what ways did the Indian children look after the baby 
bear? Tell about three ways. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
II. In this story find words that begin with the letters that 
are here. Put the word on the line. 
a. g. m. s. 
b. h. n. t. 
c. i. o. u. 
d. k. p. w. 
f. 1. r. 
Which letters ·are not here? 
-- -
III. The opposite ·word to over is under. 
' Find the opposite word. Put the word on the right line. 
1. hot 6. white 
2. city 7. began 
3 • . day 8. boy 
4. big 9. here 
5 •. play 10. hello 
little work girl 
cold rain there 
country·. stopped good by 
night black 
.91 
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a , help say 
about here see 
af'ter him so 
all home so.ft 
and hot some 
another hungry stopped 
are hurry story 
baby hurt surprise 
be I tell 
began i.f that 
big in the 
black into then 
boy is there 
brown it they 
but know think 
came like this 
caught little three 
children look time 
city looked to 
cold make two 
come milk under 
country morning up 
day mother wait 
did must was 
do night we 
down no wee 
.find not went 
.for ot were 
.fun on what 
gave one which 
girl out while 
glad over will 
go play wish 
good-by played with 
had put woods 
hard ran work 
have rain would 
he said 
hello say 
New Forms From 
Thi:r:rell-SuliiVan 
bear 
*picked 
*way 
.. 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns · 
-l~cave 
· *Indian 
*trap 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*ball 
Additional Words Used 
!£ Directions----
*begin 
*letters 
~~line 
opposite 
*right 
i~ord 
*words 
·. o ·-. 
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BEARS 
(1) Bears live here and there. The black bears live in 
the woods. The white bears live in a cold country. The white 
bears like the snow. Some bears get caught in a trap and then 
they have to come to the city. 
(2) Children come to see the bears who live in the city. 
They like to see how the bears can open a door-. They like to 
see the bears ride in a car. The~ like to see the bears run 
in and out of the water. They like to see the bears eat and 
drink. 
(3) All the mother bears look after their baby bears. 
Mother bears see that the baby bears eat and drink. The baby 
bears must do what the mother bears tell them. If not, she 
can hurt them with her paw. The baby bears like to play all 
day long. 
(4) The black bears do not like the snow. They do not 
li.ke the cold. That is the time .for them to go to bed. Black 
bears t~~e a long time to get ready for bed. They .find a cave 
and make a soft bed o.f grass. They must eat enough. They cannot 
take a lunch with them. They may get up for a li t tle time now 
and then but they will sleep .for many days. When they get up 
they will be "as hungry as bears." 
" ' 
Bears 
Ob.i ecti ves: 
I. To create imagery. 
II~ To select proper titles ror units. 
III. ·To develop ability to outline~ 
I. Put a 1 on the line ir it tells about bears in the city. 
Put a 2 on the line ir it ~tells about bears in the country. 
___ They ride in a car. 
___ They get caught in a trap. 
Children come to see them. 
The bears have to look for a cave. 
They can open a door. 
They make a soft bed or grass. 
___ Someone must give them their lunch. 
_ They must go out to rind what to eat.· 
II. Here are some words that can help you rind the best name 
ror the parts of this story. 
Where bears live 
Black bears 
City bears 
Mother bears 
Bears in a trap 
Which is the best name ror Part 1? 
Which is the best name for Part 2? 
Which is the best name for Part 3? 
Which is the best name ror Part 4? 
.. 
. . 
III. Tell what bears can do in the city. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Tell where bears can live. 
1. 
2.- ------------
3 • 
96 
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a has ready 
about have ride 
af'ter he run 
all help see 
and her she 
are here sleep 
as_. him sof't 
baby how some 
be hungry someone 
bears hurt story 
bed if' take 
best in tell 
black is that 
but it the 
can like their 
cannot little them 
car live then 
caught long there 
children look they 
city lunch this 
cold make time 
come many to 
country may up 
day mother water 
do must what 
door name when 
drink not where 
eat now which 
enough of' white 
find on who 
f'or open will 
get out with 
give paw woods 
go play you 
grass put 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SUliTVan 
*days 
*tells 
Enri chrnent Words 
and Proper Nouns 
i~cave 
*trap 
,. 
Gates 
*snow 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*line 
part 
parts 
*words 
ALL ABOUT US 
(1) Some or us live in the city. We see many big houses. 
We see many long streets. We see stores and stores. 
Some or us live in the country. There we see gardens and 
gardens. We plant wheat. We have horses. We see many hens 
and ducks. We see birds and trees in the woods. 
Some or us live in the mountains. We have goats. Goats 
give good rresh milk. 
(2) Many countries are hot. There it is hot all the time. 
Children can go on a picnic under the trees. ft is run to be 
in a hot country. 
Other countries are cold. 
Children can play in the snow. 
country. 
There it is cold all the time. 
It is fUn to be in a cold 
Then there are other countries. Some days are cold so 
children can play in the snow. Then the days get hot. Children 
play in the grass. This country is run ror some or us. 
(3) Rain comes down on the ball we live on. How good this 
isl Now we can have water to drink. Now our plants will grow. 
The rain can give us the water we need. 
(4) We all have to work. Some or us like to work in 
gardens. Some or us like to work in stores and shops. We can 
be a shoemaker, a barber, a rarmer, a butcher. We do the work 
we like. We work to have money. We work so that we can buy 
what we need. We work to help one another. 
All about Us 
Ob,i ecti ves: 
I. To select proper titles for a unit. 
II. To analyze words (add "s"). 
III. To create imagery. 
I. Here are some names for the parts of this story. 
Rain 
Work 
Hot and cold countries 
City and country 
Night and Day 
Which is the best name for Part l? 
Which is the best name for Part 2? 
Which is the best name for Part 3? 
Which is the best name f'or Part 4? 
II. Here are some words. Put an "s" on the word to make a 
new word. Look at number l • 
1. bird birds 
2. come 
3. cow 
4. day 
\ 5. duck 
6. garden 
7. hen 
8. goat 
9. farmer 
10. plant 
11. plant 
12. shop 
13. tell 
14. tree 
15. street 
III. Put a 1 on the line if it tells about the country. 
Put a 2 on the line if it tells about the city. 
There are many big houses. 
There are many gardens. 
There are many stores. 
We see hens and ducks. 
We see birds and trees. 
___ There are many long streets. 
We plant wheat. 
We see many cows. 
We see many farmers at work. 
... 1Q~ 
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a give our 
about go picnic 
all goat plant 
an good play 
and grass put 
another grow ran 
are have see 
.at help shoemaker 
barber hen shop 
be here . so 
b~st hot some 
bi'g how story 
bird i.f street 
butcher in tell 
buy is that 
can it the 
children like then 
city live there 
cold long this 
come make t i me 
country many to 
cow milk tree 
day money under 
do name us 
down need water 
drink new we 
duck night what 
.for now wheat 
.fresh of which 
.fun on will 
garden one woods 
get other work 
New Forms From 
r.:U'r're 11-Sulii'Van. 
birds 
comes 
countries 
cows 
itdays 
du cks 
gardens 
*goats 
hens 
*horses 
*houses 
names 
plants 
shops 
stores 
streets 
*tells 
*trees 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
*Previously Used 
*ball 
*.farmer 
.farmers 
*mountains 
*snow 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions 
*line 
·-ll-part 
*parts 
i~ord 
*words 
· Jill ..... ..,. - ~ 
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A BOAT RIDE 
Kristi was a little Dutch girl. Some or the time she was 
not very good. 
One day they could not rind Kristi. Father Mother and the 
children looked. They looked all over the town. They could 
not see her. 
Kristi was having a beautifUl day. She went in and out or 
all the stores. She played with some children on the street. 
She went in the church. She went to the bridge. 
There were men working under the bridge. They were painting 
their boats. Kristi liked to see them paint. There was a green 
boat. There was a blue boat. There was a red boat. 
The men went home to dinner. Kristi played on the bridge. 
She had great run. 
Kristi looked at the boats. She said, "I would like to go 
.for a ride." She looked about. She saw a red boat. 
She jumped into the red boat. Kristi played with the ropes. 
Soon the boat began to go out on the water. 
faster. Kristi was having a ride in a boat. 
laughed. 
It went .faster and 
She laughed and 
Kristi saw her sister. She wanted to tell her where she 
was. She got up in a hurry. Over she went in the water. 
A man came and caught her. Kristi was happy. She said, 
"Thank you. I had a .fine trip in a red boat. •• 
A Boat Ride 
Ob.jecti ves: 
I. To develop the ability to organize. 
II. To develop the power o~ auditory discrimination. 
III. To develop the ability to notice similari ti .es in words. 
I. Look in the story. Number these sentences in the right 
order. 
She went in the church. 
She, played with some children 'in the street. 
She went to the bridge. -
She went in and out o~ all the stores. 
II. Find words in the story that begin with: 
1. ch - Put it here. 
2. br - Put it here. 
3. str - Put it here. 
4. tr - Put it here. 
5. st - Put it here. 
6. th l?ut it here. 
III. Look at the story. 
1. Find a word that will rhyme with goat. Put 
2. Find a word that will rhyme With ~ine. Put 
3. Find a word that will rhyme with bed. Put 
4. Find a word that will rhyme with run. Put 
5. Find a word that will rhyme with down. Put 
6. Find a word that will rhyme with hen. Put 
it here. 
it here. 
it here. 
it here. 
it here. 
it here. 
.. 
- u~ 
·.:· 0 
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a hen she 
about her sister 
all here soon 
and home some 
at hurry stores 
beautiful I story 
bed in street 
qegan into tell 
blue it that 
bridge laughed thank 
came like the 
caught liked their 
children little them 
church look there 
could looked these 
day man they 
dinner men time 
down Mother to 
.faster not . town 
.father o.f trip 
find on under 
fine one up 
for out very 
fun over wanted 
girl paint was 
goat played water 
go put went 
good red were 
got ride where 
great ropes will 
green run with 
had said working 
happy saw would . 
having see you 
j 
New Forms From · 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
jumped 
painting 
stores 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
Dutch 
Kristi 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
boat 
boats 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*begin 
*number 
*order 
*rhyme 
*right 
*sentences 
*word 
*words 
~ :ct..08 
A BIG BOY 
Teddy and Grandrather were up in the mountains. They were 
with the cows and goats. 
One day Grandrather went down the mountain. Teddy stayed 
with the cows and goats. 
It was very, very hot that night. The cows and goats would 
not eat. They went rrom one place to another. Teddy did not 
know what to do. It was not the same with Grandrather~ay. 
Teddy went to bed on the mountain. 
Teddy did not go to sleep. It was too hot. Soon it began 
to rain. 
Teddy ran out to put the cows and goats in. He could not 
rind them all. Four cows were not there. 
Teddy called Rusty his big brown dog. They looked ror the 
cows. It was not hard to rind them. Soon they were home. 
N~w there was one cow to rind. It was D.l.sty. Teddy liked 
Dusty. He went out again in the rain. He wanted to rind her. 
Not rar away he saw Dusty. She was caught. She could not 
get up. She. was not hurt. He would like to put a rope under 
her. What could he do? 
He ran to a neighbor's house. Hans and his rather carne 
back up the mountain with Teddy. It was hard work to get Dusty. 
Hans and his rather helped Teddy take her home. 
Teddy was happy. Grandrather was happy too. Teddy was a 
big boy now. He did not let the cows and goats get hurt. He 
could come again to the mountains. 
iA Big Boy 
:~ .  0 9 
Ob,j ecti ve s: 
I. To develop the ability to note details - speci~ic in~orma tion. 
II. To provide practice in placing words in categories. 
III. To develop the power of visual discrimination and to ~ollow 
directions. 
I. Put the right endings on the line. Find the words in the 
story. 
1. Where was Teddy? 
2. Who was with him? 
3. Why did Teddy run out o~ the house? 
4. What was the name of the cow he could not ~ind? 
5. Who helped Teddy get the cow? 
II. Look in the box. 
Put x on all the boys 
Jim 
Nancy 
Betty 
Teddy 
Hans 
Mother 
SUe 
Tim 
Put X on the 
bowl 
skates 
pig 
doll 
name o~ 
Put x on 
apples 
bell 
cake 
milk 
what we 
the name 
21a;y witli! 
cat 
kite 
rain 
dog 
o~ what we eat 
bread 
fish 
doll 
porridge 
III. Look in the story. 
Put on the line words 
that have short ~ as at. 
1. 
2. 
3 .• 
4. 
Put on the line words 
that have long ~ as name. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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a happy road 
again hard rope 
all have Rusty 
and he same 
another helped saw 
as her she 
away his sleep 
back home soon 
bed hot stayed 
began house story 
Billy hunt take 
big hurt Teddy 
boy i:f that 
brown in the 
cake is them 
called it there 
came Jack these 
caught know they 
come let · to 
could like told 
-
cow little too 
day long toy 
diet look under 
do looked up 
dog mouse very 
down neighbors wanted 
Dusty night was 
eat no went 
Father not were 
:far now what 
find on will 
:for one with 
:four out work 
from place would 
get put yes 
go rain 
goat ran 
Grand:father right 
; I 
I 
New Forms From 
DU!Te 11-SuliTVan 
~rboys 
"'·cows 
*goats. 
*rope 
stayed 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
~~Hans 
*mountain 
*mountains 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*skates 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*endings 
*line 
*right 
?~short 
~~ords 
~·1 ·;: , ? 
' . _,._, _, 
JQiCK THE GOAT BOY 
Jack was a happy boy. He lived high up in the mountains. 
He lived in a little house with his father and mother. 
One day his father went high up in the mountains with a 
party. He did not take any wood for a fire. 
When Jack came home from school Mother said, "You must . 
take some big sticks to your father on the mountain. He will 
have no fire. It will be cold up there. 11 
How happy Jack was. He liked to help Father and Mother. 
He would take Billy his goat with him. 
Jack and Billy went up and up and up. Soon it began to 
snow. It was cold. There was ice on the road. It was hard 
to keep on his feet. The snow came down fast. He could not 
see Billy. He could not find him. 
The cold, the snow, and the ice made Jack want to go to 
sleep. He must work hard not to go to sleep. Soon he did go 
to sleep. Dear little Billy. He looked and looked for Jack. 
~fter a long time Billy came back to hunt for Jack. He made 
Jack get up. How glad Jack was to see him. 
He put a rope on his horns. He had to hang on to the 
rope. Billy could find the road. They could go on. Soon he 
could see the house on the mountain. His father was waiting 
for him. How glad he was to see Jack. They made a fire. 
They a11 were happy. 
Jack the Goat Boy 
Objectives: 
I. To develop the ability to comprehend what is read. 
II. To develop the ability to notice similarities in words. 
III. To develop the power of auditory discrimination. 
I. Look in the story. Put a l±ne under Yes if the sentence 
is right. 
1. Jack lived in a little house in the mountains. Yes No 
2. Jack and Billy the goat went up the mountain. Yes No 
3. Jack wanted to go to sleep. Yes No 
4. Billy came back to hunt for Jack. Yes No 
5. Billy could not find the road. Yes No 
II. Find words in the story that will rhyme with these words . 
Put them on the line. 
1. toy 4. boat 
2. told 5. mouse 
3. cake 
III. Look in the story. 
1. Find 2 words that have a long~ as in sleep. 
2. Find 2 words that have a long i as in find. 
3. Find 2 words that have a. long Q. as in goat . 
Durrell-Sullivan ~ 
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a hard said 
after have see 
all he sleep 
and help some 
any high soon 
as him story 
back his surprise 
be home take 
began horns that 
big house the 
Billy now them 
boy hunt there 
cake i.f these 
came in they 
cold is time 
could it to 
day .Jack told 
dear keep toy 
did liked under 
down little want 
.fast long wanted 
Father look was 
.feet looked went 
.find made were 
.fire mouse what 
.for Mother when 
.from must will 
get no with 
go not wood 
goat on work 
glad one would 
had party yes 
hang put 
happy road 
New Forms From 
Durrell-Sullivan 
~(-lived 
*sticks 
i(Wai ting 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*boat 
ice 
·~snow 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*-line 
*rhyme 
sentence 
*words 
. Y 
_, .. 
A MONKEY GOES TO SCHOOL 
Betty had a little brown monkey. He was her good £riend. 
He was not good all the time. 
One or two times he went to school with Betty. The children 
liked the mo~~ey. He was happy to see all the children. They 
liked to play with him. They all had .fun with him. He wanted 
to play all day long. 
Betty came to school one d~y. She did not take the monkey. 
The children could not play with him. They must do their work. 
After a time the monkey came. No one saw him. What could 
he find to do? There was no one to play with. All the children 
were working. 
Again and again he looked. He looked all over the school. 
He saw their lunch. No one could see him. He went about his 
work in a soft way. Now he could have some fun. He would eat 
and eat. What a good ti~e he had. 
At lunch time the children were not happy. Billy could not 
find his apple. Sue could not find any of her lunch. Tim could 
not find bis cake. Betty could not find her sandwich. Who 
would do this to them? 
There was a little scratch. There was the monkey. How 
surprised Betty was t? see him. 
After that he could not come to school again. 
A Monkey Qoes to School 
Objectives: 
I. To develop comprehension. 
II. To develop the ability to organize. 
III. To develop the ability to obtain specific information. 
I. Put an X on yes or no a.fter these sentences. 
1. Betty had a little brown monkey. Yes No 
2. The monkey diO. not like to go to school. Yes No 
3. One day the monkey ran away. Yes No 
4. He did not eat their lunch. Yes No 
5. He could not go to school again. Yes No 
II. Look in the story. Number these sentences in the right 
order. 
The monkey ran away. 
Betty had a little brown monkey. 
There was no one to play with. 
He went to the school. 
He said, 11 I will eat their lunch." 
III. Look in the story. Put the right ending for these sentences 
on the line. 
1. Billy could not find his • 
2. Sue could not find her • 
3. Tim could not find his • 
4. ~could f. d n£[ not J.n • 
I 
~. 
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a her soi't 
about him some 
ai'ter his story 
again how Sue 
all I take 
and in that 
any like the 
away liked their 
at little them 
Betty look there 
Billy looked these 
brown long they 
cake lunch this 
came monkey Tim 
children .must time 
come no to 
could not two 
day now was 
did o:f wanted 
do on way 
eat one went 
:find over were 
:for play what 
fun put who 
go ran will 
good sandwich with 
had said work 
happy saw working 
have see would 
he scratch yes 
she 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
i£-friend 
surprised 
times 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*school 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions 
*ending 
*line 
*number 
oJ"right 
*sentences 
A RACE 
"'' . 
Betty was a little girl. She lived in Holland. Then her 
.family came here to live. 
Betty went to school here. She liked the school. All the 
children were her friends. The children played with her after 
school. 
One day the children came for Betty. It was a very cold 
day. They had their skates with them. Betty could skate. In 
Holland all the children know how to skate. They skate day in 
and day out. 
·Betty got her skates. She was singing she was so happy. 
Down to the ice she went v.ri th her skates. She put on her 
skates. She went flying over the ice. She could skate fast. 
Faster and faster she went over the ice. Her friends could not 
keep on their feet. They were sitting down again and again on 
the ice. Betty helped many of the children. They were very 
happy. 
One day the children told Betty about a party. There 
would be a race for little children. Betty would skate in the 
race. 
How happy Mother, Father and Grandmother were. Betty told 
all about the party and the race. Mother said, "Betty you must 
do your best." 
On the day of the party Betty was happy. Betty was ready 
t:or the race. She went £'lying over the ice. She could skate 
fast. She could skate the best of all the children. She was 
the one to win the race. The man gave her a box of: paints and 
a book. Betty was very happy. 
... :..: 1.21 
~ , . 
A Race ;.. 122 
Ob,jecti ves: 
I. To check comprehension. 
II • . To provide practice in recognizing confusing words. 
III. To provi'de practice in recognizing comparisons • 
. I. Look at the story. Find the right words to go on the line. 
1. Where had Betty lived? 
2. Vfuat did all the cP~ldren in Holland know how to do? 
3. Why was Betty happy? 
4. Vihat was going to happen one day? 
5. Who could skate the best? 
II. Look at the sentences. Put the right word on the line. 
1. Betty _____ a little girl. was saw 
2. She down to the ice. went want 
----
3. All the children 
---
her ~riends. were where 
4. Betty was happy to see the children ____ • come came 
5. Betty liked her new ___ • house home 
III. Look at the sentences. Find the right word to go on the 
line. 
1. Betwwas a girl. little big 
2. The children liked to skate on days. warm cold 
3. They went singing. in out 
4. Betty liked to • work play . 
5. One Betty went to a race. day night 
~ 
:.. -.123 
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Durrell-Sullivan 
a going race 
about got ready 
a.fter grandmother said 
again had. saw 
all happy see 
and helped she 
at her singing 
be here sitting 
best home so 
Betty house story 
5ig how the 
Billy in their 
book it them 
box keep then 
came know there 
children liked they 
cold little to 
come live told 
cou ld look very 
day many want 
did man warm 
do .Mother was 
down must went 
.family new were 
.fast night what 
.faster not where 
Father of' who 
.feet on why 
.find one win 
.flying out with 
.for over work 
.friends party would 
gave play you 
girl played your 
go put 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-Sul'iiVan 
·~days 
*lived 
paints 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
Holland 
*ice 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*school 
*skate 
*skates: 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions 
*line 
*right 
irsentences 
irword 
~!words 
e-r- -~ --
~~- :.. :·· ~Z4 
l 
;.:--;-
!-"· j, ~1..25 
WANTED: A COW 
Billy lived with his grandmother. They lived in a little 
red house. He had a friend. Her name was Molly. She was a 
cow. She gave good milk. 
Billy played with the Brown children. They were good 
friends. Day after day the children came to see Molly. 
One day Molly could not eat. The children were not happy 
about this. Molly did not get up again. 
What would Grandmother and Billy do now? They needed the 
money they got from the milk. Billy did not play now. He did 
not eat his dinner. 
The Brown children told Father and Mother all about it. 
How could they help Billy? Billy could not buy another cow. He 
had no money. They had some money in a box. Father and Mother 
wanted to help too. 
Tim said, "Mother may we have a show? We will give rides 
in our new yellow bus. The children like our bus. They will 
give money for a ride. They will give money to see the show. 
There will be a dragon, a buffalo, a lion and a bear in the 
show. All the children will like the show. We will all be in 
the show. Then we can buy Billy a new cow. 11 
They had a fine show. All the children in town came to see 
the show. They got enough money to buy a cow. Billy and 
Grandmother were happy again. 
Wanted: A Cow 
~; -
? ·. :... _.t26 
Objectives: 
I. To develop the ability to recognize endings. 
II. To teach alphabetizing. 
III. To check comprehension. 
I. Look in the story. 
1. Find a word that ends in lk. Put it here. 
2. Find a word that ends in ll• Put it here. 
3. Find a word that ends in .Q}!• Put it here. 
4. Find a word that ends in le. Put it here. 
5. Find a word that ends in er. Put it here. 
~ 
II. Look at the letters. Find a word here that begins with one 
of the letters. Put the word on the line. 
yellow COW ride bus play lion milk grandmother 
b m 
c p ________ __ 
g r ________ __ 
1 y ________ _ 
III. Put an x on yes or no after these sentences. 
1. Billy and the Brown children lived in the country • . Yes No 
2. The children did not like Molly. Yes No 
3. Billy and grandmother had money. Yes No 
4. The Brown children had a show. Yes No 
5. They did not get Billy a new cow. Yes No 
;;,~; 
]~1. £: .: ·-· ~ 
Durrell-Sullivan 
a get played 
about give put 
a·fter good red 
again got ride 
all grandmother said 
an had see 
and happy she 
another have some 
at he story 
bear help that 
be her the 
Billy here then 
box his there 
brown house these 
bus how they 
buy in this 
came it . Tim 
can like to 
children lion too 
could little told 
COlL'I'ltry look town 
COW may up 
day milk wanted 
did money was 
dinner Mother we 
do name were 
eat new what 
enough no will 
Father not with 
.find now would 
fine of yellow 
for on yes 
friends one· 
·from our 
gave play 
New Forms From 
tiir:rell-SuliiVan 
*f'riend 
i-.~li ved 
needed 
rides 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
Molly 
Previously Used 
Gates 
-lrbuf'falo 
*dragon 
show 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*begins 
*ends 
*letters 
irline 
*sentences 
*word 
.... -· 
., . :., _:12 
"THE LITTLE BLUE DOOR 
When the Bumps got up in the morning there was snow on the 
grass. The snow was coming down faster and faster. Ther e was 
snow on the road to the house. All you could see was snow and 
snow. 
The milk man, the bread man and the butcher could not come 
to the house. Soon there would be no fire in the house. It 
would get very cold. There would be no lunch and no dinner. 
The children went to the back door. They could not open 
it. The snow was so high. They did their best. They could not 
open any door. 
Father said, "Let us find out where there is a little snow. 
If there is no door we can cut out one •" 
"No, What would Mr. Green say?" said Mother. "This is a 
beautiful house. He will not like us if we hurt it." 
Father went from one place to another. He did not know 
what to do. The boys wer~ helping him. They were . very happy. 
No one could find a way to open a door. 
All at once the milk man came. The bread man came. The 
butcher came. 
The Bumps just looked. They all said, "How did you get 
in?" The men laughed and said, "We came in the little blue door." 
Father Bump laughed and said, 11 I did not think about the 
little blue door. 11 
The Little Blue Door .• . .-1.. ~.·o 
Objectives: 
I. To check comprehension. 
II. To develop the abilit ·y to use the table o:f contents. 
III. To provide practice in noticing the endings o:f words. 
I. Look at these sentences. Find the right endings :for them. 
Put an x on them. 
1. In the morning there was 
rain on the grass . 
snow on the ,grass. 
2. The milk man could not 
come to the house. 
see the baby. 
3. The Bumps could not :find a way to 
paint a door. 
open a door. 
4. iAll at once the milk man and the butcher came in 
the little blue door. 
the big back door. 
II. Put the number o:f the page where you can :find the stor~r o:f: 
A Birthday Present 
A Monkey Goes to School 
A Boat Ride 
Wanted: A Cow 
Indiansl 
The Old Bridge 
A New Home 
Two Black Bears 
Page 
Page 
Page 
Page 
Page 
Page 
Page 
Page __ _ 
.. -. 
;-;:! ~1 ;... 
III. Look in the story: 
1. Find a word that ends in 
.2.2.• Put it here • 
' 2. Find a word that ends in ch. Put it here. 
3. Find a word that ends in ,gh. Put it here. 
4. Find a word that ends in~· Put it here. 
5. Find a word that ends in ill£• Put it here. 
•• •• • w • .,~ .. . • -· • • • • ' 
~·~ - -· - 32 ' ·. :.. 
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Durrell-Sullivan 
a got open 
about grass out 
all green paint 
an happy place 
and he present 
another helping put 
any here rain 
at high ride 
baby him road 
back home said 
be house say 
bears how see 
beautiful hurt so 
best I soon 
big if' story 
birthday in tell 
blacl-c is t hat 
blue it the 
bread just their 
bridge know them 
bump laughed there 
butcher let these 
came like they 
can little think 
children look this 
cold looked to 
come lunch two 
coming man up 
could men us 
cow milk very 
did monkey wanted 
dinner morning was 
do Mother way 
door I\Jlr • we 
down new went 
:raster no were 
Father not what 
find of' when 
f'ire old where 
:ror on will 
f'rom qnce would 
get one you 
New Forms From 
DliiTell-SuliTVan 
*boysJ,\ 
bumps 
goes 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
*Indians 
-t~Previously Used 
Gates 
*boat 
*school 
*snow 
,..;·• . 
:., .. 
,. 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions 
*endings 
*ends 
;'"number 
*page 
*right 
i~sentences 
*word 
:... 
THE OLD BRIDGE 
"You may go home now," said Mr. Green. "You must all hurry. 
It will rain soon. 11 
.Jim ran up the street. He ran in the house. Someone called, 
"Jim, Jim, come out. Let us go down to see the water." It was . 
his friend Billy. 
Off they went. No other children were on the street. The 
men were going home. Some of them said, "Don't go. The rain is 
coming." 
But the boys went on. They played down by the water. They 
went over the bridge. Soon it began to rain. The water was 
very high. The boys played a long time. The time went fast. 
When it was time to go home the water was very high. They 
could not go over the bridge. What would they do? They had to 
go home. But how could they get over the bridge. 
Some men were coming. Who could it be? What a fine 
surprise! The men had a car. They had ropes in the car. They 
had a big black dog with them. The dog came over the bridge 
with the ropes. The boys could hang on to the ropes until they 
. were on the road. As the boys went on to the road the bridge 
went away with the water. The men from the Coast Guard station 
were just in time. 
The Old Bridge 
Objectives: 
I. To develop the ability to recognize differences in word 
forms. 
II. To develop ability to solve a problem. 
III. To develop the ability to follow directions. 
I. Look at the words. Find a little word in the big word. 
Put it on the line. 
rain 
now 
played 
going 
called 
off 
II. Look at the sentences. Put a line under the right word 
or words. 
He said, "You may go home. 11 I said, "Jim, Jim, come out." 
ttLet us go to see the water." 11I t will rain soon. 11 
Who is he? 
Mr. Green Father Billy 
Who am I? 
Teddy Father Billy i 
We said, "Don't go. 11 
"The rain is coming." 
Who are we? 
an old man the children 
the men 
Durrell-Sullivan ;... J._GfJ 
a had rain 
after hang ran 
all he road 
am help ropes 
an helped said 
and high see 
are his some 
at home someone 
be house soon 
began how station 
big hurry street 
Billy I surprise 
black in Teddy 
bridge is the 
but it them 
by Jim thes e 
called know they 
came let time 
car little t o 
children long under 
come look up 
coming man us 
could may very 
day men was 
did Mr . water 
do must we 
dog no went 
don ' t not were 
down now what 
.fast o:f when 
Father old who 
.find on will 
from other with 
get out you 
go ove r 
going played 
green put 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
*boys 
•H'riend 
Enrichment Words 
and Pro per Nouns 
Coast Guard 
*Previously Us:ed 
/ Gates 
(none) 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
{rline 
*right 
*sentences 
-lsword 
-~~ords 
A BIRTHDAY PRESENT 
It was a fine morning in the country. Tim was going ·on a 
picnic in the woods. He had a lunch box. In it was a sandwich, 
a cake, an apple and some milk. 
Tim went down the street singing. He was ~appy to be out 
this fine morning. 
Soon Tim came to the house of his friend. His friend was 
Mr. Brown. Tim liked to come and see him. Today was his 
friend's birthday. 
Mr. Brown said, "Hello Tim. Come in and help me eat my 
birthday cake." Tim said, "No thank you, not now. I will be 
back." Tim went on. 
What could he buy for his friend? Could he find a present 
at the bridge? Could he find a present in the woods? 
He came to the place where he would eat his lunch. Tim saw 
a Mother duck and three baby ducks. He would sit down and look 
at them. The ducks were in the water. They came up to him. He 
gave them some of his lunch. 
How funny the little ducks were. Tim said, "I will take 
the ducks to Mr. Brown. What a surprisel He will have ~our 
presents at one time." 
Tim ran home for ra box. He put the ducks in the box. 
Back he went to Mr. Brown. He gave him the box. Mr. Brown 
laughed and laughed when he saw the ducks. 
They put the ducks in the water. The ducks looked happy. 
Mr. Brown said, "Thank you Tim. Now I have four birthday 
presents. 
3 
A Birthday Present 
Ob.iectives: 
)- I. To develop the ability to organize ideas. 
II. To develop the ability to locate specific information. 
III. To develop the ability to recognize initial blends. 
·I. Look in the story. What did Tim do before he went home. 
Put one on a line. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
II. Find the words in the story that tell you. Put them on 
the line. 
1. Where Tim lived. 
2. Why he was singing. 
3. Who his friend was. 
4. How he made friends with the ducks. 
5. Why the ducks went to Mr. Brown. 
III. Look in the story. 
1. Find a word that begins with th. 
2. Find a word that begins with 12r.• 
3. Find a word that begins with fr. 
4. Find a word that begins with wh. 
5. Find a word that begins with br. 
Put 
Put 
Put 
Put 
Put 
it here. 
it here. 
it here. 
it here. 
it here. 
3 ._ 
Durrell-Sullivan 
a here see 
an him singing 
and his sit 
at home some baby house soon back how story be I street be.fore in surprise birthday it take 
box laughed tell 
bridge liked thank 
brown little that 
buy look the 
cake . looked them 
came lunch they 
come made this 
could me three 
country milk Tim 
did morning Time 
do Mother to 
down Mr . today 
du cks my up 
eat no was 
.fi nd not water 
.fine now went 
.for o.f were 
.four on what 
.friends one when 
.funny out where 
ga.ve picnic who 
going place why 
had presents: will 
ha ppy put with 
have ran woods 
he said would 
hello sandwich you 
help saw 
New Forms From 
DUrrel1-SuliiVari 
*ducks 
-Jrfriend 
-it-lived 
present 
En~ichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
i}Previously Used 
Gates 
(none) 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
irbegins 
irline 
ilword 
i!words 
- -<11~ 
..... _.J__ -· - · 
( 
iA SURPRISE 
One night a beaver came out or the woods. He was a big 
brown beaver.- He wanted a new home. 
It was hard to rind a place with water. In two days his 
new house was ready. It was at the old bridge. It was a big 
house with two doors. 
He went home ror Mother Beaver. They came back to their 
new home. Mother liked the new home. 
Not long arter this Father Beaver was hurt. He could not 
go out or the house. One night Mother Beaver went out to get 
some sticks. She did not come back. Day arter day went by. 
Father Beaver looked ror her as soon as he could. He could 
not rind her. 
The men working on the road saw Father Beaver. He would 
sit and sit all day. Again and again he called her at night. 
But she did not come. 
One day the men had a surprise ~or Father Beaver. They 
got a little tlack beaver rrom the countr-y. They put her in 
the water. Father Beaver did not want her. She was not Mother 
Beaver. 
The men would have to take the little black -beaver back to 
the country. 
Father Beaver would not go away. He would wait ror Mother 
Beaver. 
One o~ the men came back ~rom the city with a brown beaver. 
He put her in the water. She went to the beaver house. Father 
Beaver came home. What a surprise1 There was Mother Beaver. 
A SUrprise 
Ob.; ecti ves : 
I. To check comprehension. 
II. To develop the ability to follow directions (correct 
selection). 
III. To provide practice in solving a problem. 
I. Look at the sentences. Put an x on the right word. 
1. Beaver wanted a new - house home. 
2. Mother Beaver went out to get some - straw sticks. 
3. Father Beaver could not find - her here. 
4. Father Beaver did not like the black - beaver bear. 
5. The brown beaver went into the - home house. 
II. Look in the story. 
1. Find a word tpat ends in _gz. 
2. Find a word that ends in~· 
3. Find a word that ends inks. 
4. Find a word that ends in try. 
5. Fincl a word that ends in ht. 
III. Look in the box. Put a line under the right words. 
I am big. 
I am brown. 
I work at night. 
I want a new home• 
Who am I? 
I went out to get sticks. 
I was hurt. 
I did not come home. 
Father Beaver waited. 
Who am I? 
. 43 
Father Beaver Father Mouse Mother Bear Mother Beaver 
- ... 1 44 
JO j_ -- ' 
We saw Father Beaver. 
We had a surprise for him. 
We put it in the water. 
It was not happy. 
What is it? 
A brown cow A brown beavei 
... 
U.1.rre 11-Sulli van ,.. ~J,ilS 
a happy saw 
af'ter hard she 
again have sit 
all he some 
am her soon 
an here sticks 
and him story 
as his straw 
at home surprise 
away house take 
back hurt that 
big in the black it their 
box like there 
brown liked they 
but little this 
by long to 
called look two 
came looked wait 
city men waited 
come Mother want 
could mouse wanted 
country new wa-s 
cow night water 
day not we 
did of' went 
Father old what 
:find on who 
:for one with 
trom out woods 
get place work 
go put working 
got ready would 
had road 
' New F!Drms From 
Dii!Tell-SuliiVa'n 
i(-bear . 
irdays 
i~doors 
*sticks 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
irPreviously Used 
Gates 
beaver 
Additional Words Used 
in . Directions----
~~ends 
-Jrline 
~t-right 
i!-sentences 
*word 
*words 
:... -"l -46 
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TWO BLACK BF&RS. 
Mother Bear was not up. She was ~ar away in the woods. 
How she did like to sleep. 
Blacky and Spot ran away. They went very so~t. They 
did not want Moj:;her Bear to see them. It was good to get 
away. They · did not know where they were going. 
Soon they came to a little log house. The door was open. 
They went in. They put their paws in all the bowls. They got 
in the flour. They got in the porridge. There was some lunch 
in a box. There was a sandwich. There were cakes. There were 
some apples. How Spot did eat and eat. 
Blach~ went out the door. He went all over the house. He 
wanted to play. 
Under the bed there was a surprise. It was big and so~t. 
Blacky did not know what it was. He went e~ter it. Maybe he 
could eat it. It could be good to eat. He had it in his paws. 
He would find out what it was. He would bite it. 
But he could not bite it. He would do it again. He would 
bite bard. Bingl Blacky ran as ~ast as he could. He would not 
go in the log house again. 
Two Black Bears ~ - 148 
.J 
Ob,jectives: 
I. To develop the ability to note details. 
II. To develop the ability to alphabetize. 
III. To develop the ability to locate specific information. 
I. Look in the story. Find the words that tell: 
1. What did the two black bears put their paws in? 
Put it here. 1. 
2. 
3. 
2. What did Blacky find under the bed~ 
Put it here • 1. 
3. What did Blacky say? 
Put it here. 1. 
II. Put these words in the right order. Begin with a - apples, 
etc. 
house porridge box lunch surprise cake apples door 
III. Look in the story. Find the words that tell what the bears 
did. Put them here. 
1. 
2. 
Dur>rell-Sullivan 
a good sleep 
again got sof't 
all had some 
and hard soon 
apples he story 
as here surprise 
away his tell 
be house that 
bears how the 
bed in their 
big it them 
Bing know there 
bite like these 
black little they 
box look to 
but lunch two 
cake may under 
came Mother up 
could · not very 
did open want 
do out wanted 
door over was 
eat play went 
f'ar porridge were 
fast put what 
f'ind ran where 
f'lour sandwich with 
get say woods 
go see would 
going she 
New Forms From 
Durrell-SulliVan 
*bear 
*bowls 
cakes 
paws 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
Blacky 
Spot 
·;<-Previously Used 
Gates 
*log 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*begin 
*order 
il-r.ight 
*words 
150 
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A Nl:!."W HOME 
Father and Mother Mouse need a new home. They need a bigger 
house. They have a big family now. They saw a little house in 
a tree. 
"Oh what a beautiful housel said Father Mouse. "Vie can live 
here. There is a porch for you to sit on." 
"I don't know, ," said Mother Mouse. "I will see. That is a 
bird house. We are not birds. The door is not big enough. Our 
children can not play here. This tree is in the city. We like 
the country •" 
But Father Mouse w~s happy. He was singing. He said, "A 
bird house is a good mouse house." 
Mother Mouse ran up the tree. She said, "Why I do think it 
is a good house. Our children will like to play here. It is 
not far from their school. It is not far from the big house 
where we can eat. We will come here today." 
Soon she had the beds made. The dinner was ready. She 
liked her new home. 
Just then Mother and Father Bird came home. How surprised 
they were to find a mouse family in their little house. The 
mouse children were playing in their garden. 
The birds were flying at Father and Mother Mouse. They put 
them out of the bird house. 
Soon Rather and Mother Mouse ran down the tree. The Mouse 
family did not wait long. Mother Mouse . called the children. 
Again they were looking for a new home. 
iA New Home :.. 152 
Objectives: 
I. To develop the ability to recognize initial blends. 
II. To develop the ability to alphabetize. 
I II. To develop the ability to recognize words of comparison . 
I. Look in the story. 
1. Find a word that begins with .£!.. Put it here. 
2. Find a word that begins with ch. Put it here. 
3. Find a word that begins with tr. Put it here. 
4. Find a word that begins with fl. Put it here. 
5. Find a word that begins with !!h.· Put it here. 
II. Find a word that begins with these letters. Put it on the 
line. Here 
c 
d 
f 
g 
h 
III. Look in the 
them on the 
little 
city 
down 
are the 
story. 
line. 
words. 
m. ____ _ 
p ____ _ 
s ____ _ 
t. ____ _ 
w ____ _ 
Find the opposite of these words. Put 
old 
in 
~ 
Durrell-Sullivan 
--"1 J' • a 
a happy put 
again have ran 
and he ready 
are her said 
at here saw 
beautiful home see 
big house she 
bigger how singing 
bk!'d I sit 
but in soon 
called is s.tory 
.came 
' 
it that 
can just the 
children know their 
city like them 
come liked then 
country little there 
did live these 
dinner long they 
do look think 
don't .made this 
d"oor Mother to 
down mouse today 
eat need tree 
enough new up 
f'arnily not wait 
' :far now was 
Father o:f we 
f'ind oh were 
.flying old what 
f'or on where 
.from our why 
garden out will 
good play with 
had porch you 
New Forms From 
Dir:rell-SuliiVBn 
oed 
birds 
looking 
playing 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
oJE-Previously Used 
Gates 
*school 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*begins 
*letters 
*line 
*opposite 
*word 
*words 
151 
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INDIANSL 
"Good-by children. We have to hur:ry-. The Brown family is 
waiting for us. 11 
Mother and Father went down the road. They went on the 
horse. Jim and SUe went in the house . They had work to do. 
Just before lunch time Sue said, "Why don't we eat our· 
lunch in the cave? There is bread, apples and cake in the box." 
Jim said, "Yes let us go to the cave. II 
Soon the children were ready. · They went in the woods. 
.. ,. 
They went up the road. They came to the cave. They li.ked this 
,_- -~· 
cave. 
After lunch they were playing • . They stopped. What was 
that? There · was a bell. It was the cow bell.; There was a big 
bump. They did not know what to do. 
Someone was running fast. Who could it be? They looked. 
They saw three Indians. They were coming out of the log house. 
Jim looked at Sue. The Indians would hurt the cowl The 
horse was not home. They could not find the pig. The Indians 
would eat and drink what they could find. They would stay a 
long time. How could they get help. 
Mother and Father came home before night. What a surprise! · 
The children were not in the log house. Where would they look 
for Jim and Sue? Then the children came running to the house. 
They told the story. Mother arid Father were glad they were not 
hurt. 
Indians£ 
.... 
Ob.jecti ves: 
I. To develop the ability to recognize initial blends. 
II. To develop the ability to note specific details. 
III. To develop the ability to note certain elements in words. 
I. wok in the story. 
1. Find a word that begins with br. Put it here 
• 
2. Find a word that begins with .:Ql_. Put it here 
• 
3. Find a word that begins with st. ·Put it here 
• 
4. Find a word that begins with .£h. Put it here 
• 
5. Find a word that begins with dr. Put it here 
• 
II. Find the words to put on the line in the story. 
1. Father and Mother went 
--- ---· 
2. Sue and Jim had _________ • 
3. Before lunch they went _________ • 
4. They saw three Indians coming out of' _________ • 
5. Father and Mother were glad the children ___________ • 
III. Put the little word you say and see in the big word on the 
line. 
1. cold 4. ball 
2. mother 5. that 
3. when 6. man 
a 
after 
and 
apples 
at 
ball 
be 
before 
bell 
big 
box 
bread 
brown 
bump 
cake 
came 
children 
cold 
coming 
could 
' cow 
did 
do 
don't 
down 
drink 
eat 
:family 
:fast 
Father 
:find 
for 
get 
glad 
go 
good by 
had 
New Forms From 
DliT'ell-SuliTVBn 
*playing 
*running 
*waiting. 
Durrell-Sullivan 
have 
help 
here 
home 
horse 
house 
how 
hurry 
hurt 
in 
is 
it 
Jim just 
know 
let 
liked 
little 
long 
look 
looked 
lunch 
man 
Mother 
night 
not 
of 
on 
our 
out 
pig 
put 
ready 
road 
said 
saw 
say 
~ _157 
see 
someone 
soon 
stay 
stopped 
story 
Sue 
surprise 
that 
the 
then 
there 
they 
this 
three 
time 
to 
told 
up 
us 
was 
waiting 
we 
went 
were 
what 
when 
where 
who 
why 
with 
woods 
work 
would 
yes 
you 
:.0 ·- :158 
'· 
Gates 
*log 
/ 
New Forms From 
ti:lr'rell-Sulii'V8n 
*playing 
*running 
*waiting 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
*cave 
*Indians 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*log 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*begins 
*line 
*word 
*words 
... . 158 
HOT WATER 
Johny White was a little boy. He lived in a log house. 
The log house was in the woods. He lived with his father, 
mother and little sister. 
Johny helped his father and mother. His father had a 
garden. Johny liked to help him. 
One d~y Mother and Father White were not at home. Three 
bit Indians came to the log house. They wanted to come in. 
They could not open the door. 
They beat the door with a big stick. But they could not 
get in. Again and again they beat the door. 
Johnny did not know what to do. How could he and his 
sister make the Indians go away? 
There was a wee pla~e ~p over the por~h. Could they get 
,-
up there? Up, up, he and his sister went. They could see the 
Indians now. How could they make them go away? 
There was hot water on the fire. Johnny put some in a 
bowl. He let it run down over the porch. Faster and faster 
it ran down on the Indians. 
:... -·:::ts-9 
What a surprise this gave the Indians. How that hot water 
did burn. They ran away as fast as they could. 
· I 
Hot Water 4~~ :.., · 
Objectives: 
I. To develop the ability to note details. 
II. To develop the ability to classify words. 
III. To develop the ability to follow directions. 
I. Look in the story. Find the words that end$ the sentences. 
Put them on the line. 
1. Johnny White lived in _________ • 
2. His father ______ -~-· 
3. Three big Indians beat on the door witt ____________ • 
4. Johnny put hot water • 
5. He let it run down • 
II. Look at the words. Which word is not on the right line. 
Put an x on it. 
1. Mother water Father 
2. dog Indians goat 
3. Johnny Tim house 
4. door stick porch 
5. run jump garden 
III. Loo~ in the story. 
1. Find a word that ends in ed. Put it here. 
2. Find a word that ends in er. Put it here. 
3. Find a word that ends in~· Put it here. 
4. Find a word that ends in ch. Put it here. 
5. Find a word that ends in clt. Put it here. 
Durrell-Sullivan 
:;;.. ~161. 
a had ran again he run an help see and helped sister as here some at him stick away his story beat home surprise big hot that bowl house the boy how them burn in there but is these came it they come Johnny this could jump three day know Tim did let to do liked up dog little wanted door look was down make water 
.fast Mother wee 
.faster not went Father now were 
.find on what 
.fire one which garden open white gave over with get place woods go porch 
goat put 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SuliiVan 
*lived 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
*Indians 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
*log 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions 
-)t-ends 
*lines 
*right 
-*sentences 
*word 
iWJ"ords 
:... : 1 62 
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A NEW HiAT 
Nancy Green lived in a little yellow house. He was an old, 
' 
old woman. She had a garden. She had a big black cat. She had 
a little blue hat with a big green bird on it. She was very 
happy. 
When she went out she put on her hat. She put on the hat 
with the big green bird. She liked her hat. 
One day she could not find her hat. She looked and looked. 
She looked under the bed. She looked under the chair. She 
looked in back o:f the door. She looked in the box. She looked 
in the big yellow bowl. But she could not :find her hat. 
She did not heed her hat. It was a hot day. She went on 
doVt-n the street. 
All her :friends stopped. They wanted to tell her how :fine 
she looked. They all said, "What a beautiful hat •" 'llfVhere did 
you get that hat?" 
Nancy Green did not know what to say. She did not have 
any hat on. In a store she looked. Oh! What a surprise1 The 
beautifUl hat was her big straw bowl. It was red with yellow 
wheat painted on it. 
Nancy Green said, "Now I have a new hat. I will not . buy 
another one • 11 
.. 
A New Hat 
Ob.j ecti ves: 
I. To develop the ability to note details. 
II. To develop the ability to classify words. 
III. To develop the a.bility to arrange a sequence of events 
in order. 
I. Look in the story. Put the right words on the line that 
make a good ending. 
1. Nancy Green lived in a 
------ ---· 
2. She had a little 
---· 
3. She looked for her hat 
---------· 
4. Her friends stopped and said, "What a ______ ." 
5. The beautiful hat was her ____________ • 
II. Put an x on the word that is not on the right line. 
1. black green house 
2. bed road chair 
3. hat cold rain 
4. bowl cup yellow 
5. big 1'<. new old 
III. Number these sentences in the right order. 
She looked under the bed. 
Nanc~ Green had a new hat. 
Nancy Green could not find her little blue hat. 
'· 
It was the red straw bowl. 
She went down the street • 
Durrell-Sullivan - -cJ. .1' • _,) 
a green road 
all- had said 
an happy say 
and have she 
another her stopped 
any house store back hot story beautiful how straw bed I street big in surprise bird is tell black it that blue know the 
bowl liked they 
box little to 
but look under 
- buy looked very 
cat make was 
chair Nancy wanted 
cold need went 
could new what 
day not wheat 
did now when 
door 0~ where 
down old will 
find on with 
~ine one woman 
~or oh yellow 
~riends out you 
garden painted 
get put 
good rain 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
iclived 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
(none) 
-trPreviously Used 
Gates 
hat 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
it-line 
-lrnumber 
*order 
*right 
*sentences 
it-word 
*words 
A FUNNY. COUNTRY 
Once upon a time there was a .funny country. All you could 
. . 
see was old old toys, broken bowls, cane and papers. No one 
liked to look at it. 
An old man and an old woman lived there. They lived in a 
little old house. They rlid not have money. One day they were 
hungry. All they had was brown bread. 
. 
The old man said, "I will catch some f'ish." But he did not 
catch a fish. He caught a can, a little bed and a broken bowl. 
All day he did no·t catch a fish. 
' The old woman saw him coining. She said, "Now we will eat 
fish." 
What a surprise! The old man did not have fish. The old 
man had a bed, the cans and the broken bowls. He would pick 
. -
them up. No other .man could catch them now. 
One day the old man went to the woods. He wanted to get 
plants they could eat.. All he could see was broken bowls and 
cans. He would pick them up. No one would get them again. 
Another day he went to get some apples. He got a box and 
-
went of'f singing. But when he came home there were no apples 
in the box. There were old papers in the box. 
Day af'ter day it werit on. He picked up old papers and 
cans. He picked up broken bowls. 
One night it was cold. The old man and the old wo.man was 
hungry. They went to bed. 
Someone was at the door. It opened. There was a little 
brown elf. He said, "You have done well Father. Here is a 
present for the good work." 
In the box was a good dinner. How they did eat and eat. 
A Funny Country ~ 168 
Ob .i ecti ves : 
I. To give practice in noting details. 
II. To provide practice in alphebetizing. 
III. To promote ability to make judgments and to give practice 
in associating relevant ideas. 
I. Put the right word on the line. Find the word here. 
.fish papers hungry bowls woods work 
1. An old man and an old woman were • 
2. The old man wanted to catch a • 
3. One day the old man went to the • 
4. The old man had in the box. 
-----
5. The old man got a present .for good ----------· 
II. Look in the story. Find the words that begin with these 
letters. Put the word on the line. 
b m 
c p 
d r 
1 s 
III. Look in the box. Put a line under the two endings that 
are right. 
The name o.f a man 
could be Mr. Brown. 
could be Mother Brown 
could be Mr. Fish 
The old man 
went to .fish 
went to church 
Went to get apples 
An old man and an old woman 
lived in a little old hous 
lived in the city 
lived in the country 
The old man 
picked up broken bowls 
picked up apples 
picked up papers 
- -" 169 A . 
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a funny said 
af'ter get saw 
.again good see 
all got she 
an had singing 
and have some 
another he someone 
apples here story 
are him surprise 
at home that be house them bed how there box hungry these bowl I they bread in time broken is to brown it two but liked toys 
came little under 
can look up 
catch man upon 
caught money wanted 
church Mother was 
city Mr. we 
cold name well 
coming night went 
could no were 
country not what 
day now when 
did of' will 
dinner old with 
down on woman 
door once woods 
eat one wuuld 
elf' other you 
Father pick 
find present 
f'or put 
New Forms From 
DUrrell-SulliVan 
-i~bowls 
)cans 
done 
*·lived 
opened 
picked 
*present 
Enrichment Words 
and Proper Nouns 
o:f:f 
paper 
papers 
*Previously Used 
Gates 
.fish 
Additional Words Used 
in Directions----
*begin 
*endings 
*letters 
*line 
*right 
*word 
*words 
l . 
r 
CHAPrER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. A study o:f interests in reading :for children normal 
1 in intelligence but retarded in reading ability and grade 
placement. 
2. An experimental study with these stories and exer-
cises, using a large population of children to determine the 
; suitability of the material. 
I 
I 
.j 
. "" I 
i 
' I • I 
I 
I 
! 
A study o:f the sex differences in achievement on 
these exercises. 
.. /i. -72 
... . . 
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WORDS FROM THE DURRELL-SULLIVAN PRIMARY LIST 
(The figure indicates the number of times the word was used in 
the workbook.) 
a 409 brolcen 12 eat 44 
about 22 brown 31 elf 1 
af'ter 29 bump 2 engine 15 
again 24 burn 1 enoug..l-J. 8 
all 87 bus 3 
am 7 but 18 family 10 
an 18 butcher 4 far 13 
and 168 buy 7 fast 14 
another 10 by 10 faster 15 
any 4 Father 64 
apples 12 cake 6 feet 10 
are 39 call 2 find 121 
as 15 called 14 fine 7 
asked 5 came 50 fire 8 
at 40 can 49 flag 10 
away 31 cannot 6 flour 1 
car 11 fly 2 
baby 18 cat 2 flying 8 
back 32 catch 7 for 72 
barber 1 caught 13 four 8 
be 31 chair 2 fox 6 
bears 34 children 58 fresh 3 
beat 3 chimney 2 friends 17 
beautiful 5 church 3 from 15 
bed 23 city 15 fun 11 
been 2 cold 19 funny • 8 
before 6 come 30 
began 25 coming 5 garden 13 
bell 2 could 110 gave 16 
best 19 country 20 get 45 
Betty 26 cow 20 girl 6 
big 50 cut 2 give 15 
bigger 1 glad 4 
Billy 32 day 50 go 66 
Bing 2 dear 1 goat 14 
bird 20 Dick 12 going 10 
birthday 6 did 83 good 40 
bite 4 dinner 13 good by 2 
black 19 do 35 got 31 
blue 6 dog 30 Grandfather 4 
book 21 doll 1 Grandmother 6 
bowl 7 don't 4 grass 19 
box 20 door 40 great 13 
boy 13 down 39 green 17 
bread 4 drink 6 grow 2 
breakfast 4 duck 4 
brick 4 Dusty 4 
bridge 14 
had 80 little 68 plant 5 _.. Jl~ 
hair 1 live 12 play 27 
hang 14 long 32 played 13 
happy 31 look 49 porch 5 
hard 10 looked 33 porridge 3 
has 16 lunch 29 presents 2 
have 53 puff 2 
having 2 made 33 put 168 
he 226 make 28 
hello 2 man 50 race 14 
help 30 many 23 rain 21 
helped 17 may 11 ran 32 
helping 1 me 11 read 24 
hen 4 men 29 ready 10 
her 52 milk 15 red 33 
here 106 money 17 ride 17 
high 11 m6nkey 10 rode 13 
him 38 morning 19 ropes 4 
his 98 Mother 31 run 9 
home 49 mouse 14 running 5 
horns 11 Mr. 17 Rusty 1 
horse 20 must 20 
hot 20 my 6 said 67 
house 66 same 4 
how 45 name 18 sandwich 3 
huff 2 Nancy 7 sang 1 
hungry 11 need 8 saw 30 
hunt 10 neighbors 1 say 20 
hurry 13 . new 25 scratch 1 
hurt 16 night ' 20 see 73 
no 43 she 81 
I 46 not 158 shoemaker 1 
if 17 now 31 shoes 4 
in 278 shop 1 
into 19 of 80 sing 20 
is 59 oh 3 singing 7 
it 193 old 46 sister 4 
on 135 sit 10 
Jack 14 once 11 sitting 1 
Jim 12 one 68 sleep 13 
Johnny 7 open 24 so 26 
jump 3 other 6 soft 8 
just 16 our 9 some 49 
out 48 someone 6 
keep 9 over 32 soon 19 
kill 1 station 1 
kite 1 paint 2 stay. 4 
know 15 painted :L.4 stick 20 
parade 16 stop 5 
laugh 1 party 4 stopped 8 
laughed 12 paw 1 store 1 
leather 4 pick 1 story 54 
like 51 picnic 3 straw 3 
liked 24 pig 2 street 10 
lion 1 place 12 Sue 7 
suits 2 Will 58 neighbor 5 . _. · _:~-l?. 
surprise 16 win 8 opened 1 
wish 3 painting 1 
take 15 with 118 paints 1 
Teddy 17 woman 24 paws 2 
tell 15 woods 23 picked 3 
thank 2 work . 46 plants 1 
that 149 working 3 playing 2 
the 953 would 47 present 3 
their 26 rides 1 
- them 34 yellow 9 rope 13 
then 30 yes 21 shops 1 
there 77 you 52 sings 2 
they 188 your 8 stayed 1 
think 14 sticks 4 
this 40 stores 5 
three 11 streets 2 
Tim 48 NEW FORMS surprised 2 
time 49 tells 6 
to 300 apple 2 times 1 
today 3 backs 2 trees 6 
told 7 bear 16 waited 3 
too 9 beds 1 waiting 2 
town 8 birds 4 ways 4 
toys 2 Blacky 6 wood 2 
tree 12 books 4 
trip 3 bowls 4 
two 16 boxes 6 
boys 16 
under 20 bumps 2 
up 54 caltes 1 
upon 3 cans 3 
us 15 cars 2 
comes 1 
very 25 countries 4 
cows 8 
wait 6 days 7 
want 7 done 1 
wanted 27 doors 2 
was 213 ducks 10 
water 44 .flags 1 
way 14 .friend 9 
we 61 gardens 4 
wee 13 goats 21 
went 97 goes 3 
were 62 hens 2 
what 86 horses 6 
wheat 3 houses 4 
when 21 jumped 1 
where 23 lmows 3 
which 16 lived 23 
white 8 looking 1 
who 30 names 1 
why 6 needed 1 
.. 
WORDS FROM GATES 
PRIMA"""flY"LIST 
ball - 6 
beaver - 11 
(boat - 10 
(boats - 2 
(.farmer - 25 
(.farmers - 1 
.fish - 6 
grapes - 11 
hat - 16 
ice - 7 
(log - 20 
(logs - 11 
school - 9 
show - 8 
(skate - 8 
(skates - 4 
smelled - 13 
snow - 21 
ENRICHMENT WORDS 
AND PROPER NOUNS 
(Abe - 20 
(Abe's - 10 
(buf.falo - 28 
(bu.f.falo's - 6 
bull - 23 
cave - 18 
Coast Guard -\ 1 
dragon - 16 
Dutch 1 
.fight - 15 
Hans - 18 
Holland - 2 
(Indian - 8 
(Indians - 11 
Kristi - 10 
Mexico - 4 
Molly - 6 
(mountain - 9 
(mountains - 8 
o.f.f - 2 
(paper - 1 
(papers - 2 
Peter Coo per - 9 
Spot - 3 
Tom Thumb - 13 
trap - 21 
ADDITIONAL WORDS -
USED IN DIRECTIONS 
(begin - 5 
(begins - 29 
(end - 5 
(ending - 3 
(endings - 2 
(ends - 26 
letters - 12 
(line - 46 
(lines - 5 
number - 9 
opposite - 3 
or - 6 
order - 8 
page - 7 
(part - 8 
(parts - 2 
rhyme - 12 
right - 34 
(sentence - 1 
(sentences - 34 
short - 11 
these - 13 
(word - 91 
(words - 78 
